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President’s
Piece
Tim Overheu CPSS

Front cover
Rock fig (Ficus brachypoda) making its
own profile in solid rock.
Dale Gorge, Karijini National Park,
Western Australia.
Photo: Noel Schoknecht

From
The Editor
Welcome to my second edition
as newsletter editor—I hope you
enjoyed the first!
As always, I
look forward to
content flowing
in, whether it be
stories, news,
pictures, cartoons, crazy
whitest beach
yarns, poems or
Hard at it
anything else that
again!
captures the imagination of soil scientists.
I look forward to working with
you all to make this a newsletter
that you’d all love to read.
Contributions and feedback welcome anytime. Deadline for next
edition 31 October 2016
Please email to:
profile@soilscienceaustralia.org

Noel Schoknecht
Profile Editor 2016

In the July edition of
Crumbs I noted that for
those of us residing in
the Southern Hemisphere, the Winter Solstice had just passed
and we would be looking forward with anticipation to longer sunlit
days, spring field work
Chameleon President Tim from
and summer BBQs! With
his
latest Facebook profile photo.
the new 2016-17 FinanFollow
the Soil Science Facebook
cial Year bursting into acat
www.facebook.com/groups/
tion, it is also appropriate
Soils.Australia/
to congratulate anyone who has
started new project work or study.
The premier event on the horizon for Soil Science
Australia is the upcoming joint New Zealand-Australian
Soil Science Conference being held in Queenstown, New
Zealand from December 12 to 16. The Conference Committee has met on a monthly basis since mid-2015, to
ensure the event is well planned and successful. If you
haven’t taken advantage of the Early Bird Registration, I
encourage you to do so, especially with best accommodation options being taken up quickly. The abstract submission period has closed, however, it’s great to report
that 326 abstracts have been received, with a fair split
between oral and poster papers. Again, I would like to
extend my thanks to the many Soil Science Australia volunteers who agreed to review the submitted abstracts
from Australia.
The conference committee is also pleased to announce
that there will be seven, to possibly eight teams competing in the NZASSS Student Soil Judging Competition, including a team travelling from the United States
(Wisconsin University). Dr Richard Doyle (University of
Tasmania) accepted the invitation to fill the role of Australian Judge for the competition. A fair warning also to
any student members competing in this event - to develop a familiarisation with the NZ Soil Classification System
or US Soil Taxonomy. There had been a proposal to allow
Australian Students to use the Australian Soil Classification (ASC) system (which could have presented an interesting test for use on NZ soils) but general agreement is
the ASC would be unsuitable. Aligned to the Soil Judging
Competition will also be a number of student social
events and an opportunity to show off the competition
pits on one of the conference field tours. The Conference
is certainly gearing up to likely be a great event.
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Of importance is to again highlight that the
Annual General Meeting for Soil Science Australia will be held at the NZASSS Conference
on Tuesday December 13. A web-conference
link will be made available so Society members who can't travel to NZ can join the AGM
online. The New Zealand crew also propose to
hold their AGM at the same time, so there will
be a joint opportunity to share some drinks,
nibbles and networking before our respective
AGMs.
It has also been great to see the strong response from all Branches to the call for Society Award nominations across the various Soil
Science Australia awards available. Again, I
extend my thanks to Society members volunteering their time to review and assess the
award nominations over the coming weeks.
Award announcements will be given at the
2016 AGM.
An important matter to bring to your attention is the current election for the International Union of Soil Sciences (IUSS) Presidency
2018-2019. The IUSS Standing Committee for
Presidential Elections unanimously agreed to
recommend two candidates for this year’s
election: Professor Alex McBratney (Australia)
and Professor Takashi Kosaki (Japan). Both
are accomplished and highly respected senior
soil scientists. All Society members should
have by now received an email invitation to
cast your vote by return email, identifying
your preferred candidate. According to IUSS
rules, candidates have the opportunity to prepare a short video in which they introduce
themselves and explain their plans with IUSS.
The following link is available for Prof. Alex
McBratney (https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=7YFm5VdTSrg&feature=youtu.be); Prof.
Kosaki has not yet prepared a video clip.
Another significant Soil Science Australia
item to highlight is the July 2016 release of
the Soils In Schools program. Appreciation
and thanks are extended to Gillian Kopittke,
Caroline Bennison and the Soils in Schools
team for the preparation and compilation of
this excellent national science curriculum resource, together with the process of engaging
national personalities to further extend the
message of soils to school students and the
community. Various Soils In Schools events
will be delivered over the coming months (see
inside Profile for a more comprehensive article).
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The August edition of Crumbs should also
be circulating soon, and I encourage you to
take note of the range of events celebrating
Soil Science Australia's 60th anniversary.
These events provide members with details of
great opportunities to invite friends and colleagues who might like to know something
more about soil and an opportunity to seek
and invite new members to join the Society.
In addition to the 60th anniversary events, it’s
also great to see / hear about the branches
planning and preparation for this year’s celebration of World Soil Day!

Importance of
volunteers
Tim Overheu CPSS
Once again I wish to reiterate the importance of the 60th anniversary for Soil Science Australia - a significant milestone while
also highlighting the importance of volunteers
who are willing to give something back to
their professional peer group through voluntary time and financial commitment. In a recent discussion with University friends and
others, it was agreed that the scope for volunteering linked to the professional workplace
has changed greatly in recent years and staff
don't have the same flexibility in their time
availability as they may have once had to take
on volunteer roles in Not For Profit professional societies (and in some cases may even receive little support from their employer).
Nonetheless, volunteers help to build organisational strength. That strength comes
not only from growing and retaining members
and enhancing group programs, but also in
the sense of ownership that volunteers gain
when they become visible advocates for the
group and field of specialisation. As member
volunteers, you have credibility that paid consultants often never have. You can discuss
peer-to-peer, and you can promote the Society because you believe in it. Volunteering is a
personal choice, not your job. Never underestimate the power of peer-to-peer communication. Volunteers also extend the resources of
a Professional Society – they provide extra
hands that enable the Society to do tasks and
activities that might not otherwise get done.
for your profession is important.
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CPSS
Some of the points below are a repeat of
what I mentioned in the April edition of Profile,
but I repeat them again because I really want
to encourage you to persevere because volunteerism for your profession is important because:

You will gain from the experience and
new insights.

You will have a sense of giving back to
the soil science profession and helping
others, especially early career scientists.

You can express your values in activities
that are meaningful.

You create new connections with people,
increasing your knowledge and learning
new skills through networking with other
knowledgeable peers.

You can gain an insider’s knowledge of
the organisation to grow the value of
your membership.

You will enhance your career and gain
prestige by building relationships with
new contacts and old friends.

Thanks and recognition are important factors in motivating and retaining volunteers.
There has never been a volunteer who has
been thanked too often! Recognition before
peers can be a powerful tool not only for
providing a fulfilling experience for current
volunteers but for recruiting new ones who
want to share in the growth of their peer
group as well. I encourage both the Federal
Office and the Branches to continue to look
out for creative and fun ways to recognise our
volunteers in varied settings. Volunteering is
important and awesome, and it brings a great
sense of accomplishment!

Congratulations to New CPSS Members
Mr Ben Harms CPSS
Mr Mark Crawford CPSS
Ms Tamara Ashford CPSS

Mrs Navjot Kaur CPSS
Mr Noel Schoknecht CPSS

Recognising and Promoting CPSS on reports and
correspondence
Accredited CPSSs are provided with the current year CPSS electronic seal in addition to the
printed gold seal that is affixed to the CPSS Certificate. The seal can be
affixed to emails and reports indicating the correspondence is from a Certified Professional Soil Scientist.
All accredited CPSSs are listed on the CPSS Register of Expertise. Increasingly the office is fielding requests for soil scientists to represent law
firms on matters of soil science and the Register of Expertise is the interface between scientists and the general public. It is via this website the
general public for a professional soil scientist.
The society’s preference is that Soil Science Australia representatives on
committees and other forums outside of the society are CPSS accredited.
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NATIONAL
A message from
the national
advocate for
Soil Health
Michael Jeffery
For the last three years it has
been my pleasure to travel the
length and breadth of Australia
meeting with some 4,000 farmers, agricultural students, university agricultural departments, land-care groups,
CSIRO and parliamentarians
both state and federal. I have
witnessed much farming innovation, passion for the land,
hard work and good sense.
This was reinforced by my recent visit to several farming properties in
Tasmania, hosted by Dr Richard Doyle CPSS
and his very able Soil Science team.
Notwithstanding some very good signs, my
major observation as the National Soil Advocate is that national and indeed planetary
survival is going to depend to a large extent
on how we better look after our soil, and in
particular the top 30 centimetres or so. For
the microbial, fungal and nutrient functioning
of the soil to operate correctly requires a diversity of plant cover and the filtration and
movement of water through the soil, all managed in an integrated way. Indeed, the wellbeing of each component depends on the
good health of the other two.
To ensure this integrated management occurs and is given sufficient priority, I suggest
we need a national policy “to restore and
maintain the health of the Australian agricultural landscape to that it is fit for purpose”. I
believe that to ‘fix the policy’ we need to
have acceptance at every level of government, that our soil, water and vegetation be
declared as key national, natural strategic assets to be managed accordingly and in an integrated way. To develop such policy needs
the input of all key players including agriculture, environment, mining, health, education,
trade, regional development, defence, the
private sector and importantly, the Australian
public.
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But to fix the policy we
must also ‘fix the paddock’
and this begins with restoring the health of our soil.
Why?
Healthy soil is fundamental
to the future well-being of
our planet – in that it provides the basis of sustainable food and fibre production. It is also vital for the
absorption, retention and
filtering of water for agriculture and drinking. It
provides timber for construction and fuel for energy.
Healthy soil generally
means carbon enriched soil
and this helps to regulate
the Earth’s climate. The
soil stores more carbon
than all of the world’s forests combined.
Healthy soil is resilient and better able to
function during and after stress or disturbance including droughts, floods and wildfires.
Healthy soil can be readily achieved. It requires the combination of ;
 management of water flows both on the
surface and within the soil; the hydrology,
 good microbial, nutrient and fungal function,
 appropriate (not excessive) mineral content, particularly sufficient levels of soil carbon, and
 diversity and widespread coverage of vegetation, including in our cities.
With the constant flow of solar energy, a
properly managed soil will achieve a continuously healthy regenerative landscape to provide sustainable food and fibre production and
adequate clean water.
The carbon content of soil is one of the key
indicators of its health and is a master variable that controls many processes. It is the
carbon content of soils that largely governs
their capacity to absorb, retain and supply
moisture within the soil and to sustain active
plant growth. Every gram of carbon in the
soil can help retain up to eight grams of
water and vice versa.
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NATIONAL
However, across Australia’s dryland cropping and grazing sector it would be unusual
to find actively farmed soils with a carbon
content greater than 1.5% and going down.
Ideally, soil organic carbon levels for quality
agriculture should be around 3% to 5%.
Increased soil carbon levels also help reduce our reliance on costly fossil fuels and
other inorganic farming inputs.
A key national research requirement must
be to quickly, accurately and cheaply measure soil carbon across the Australian agricultural landscape – perhaps through a combination of satellite imaging linked to ground
sensing receptors.
Farmer innovation is key and one example
of innovative experimentation taken to improve soil health involves the use of mycorrhizal fungi as an inoculant, which appears to
enhance the ability of plant roots to access
soil moisture and nutrients and to capture
carbon and store it in soil micro-aggregates.
This is potentially a very efficient system of
carbon sequestration and with the added benefit that by storing the carbon in microaggregates, it is not oxidised and therefore
it remains in the soil. A group called Soil C
Quest is developing this process with impressive results from canola.
Looking after the health of our soil and
the regeneration of the Australian landscape
is a responsibility for the whole population.
It is unfair to leave the management of
about 60% of the Australian landscape to
130,000 farmers without reasonable reward,
both for their product and for their landcaring function. We cannot expect them to
carry the whole burden. We all need to play
out part. We need to reconnect urban Australia with its rural roots, to ensure that people know where their food and fibre comes
from and the vital importance of healthy soil
for our future generations.
In this respect I am encouraging the development of a garden in every primary and
junior high school in the country with an
agreed program of instruction and appropriate educational resources for teachers. The
reward for students will be in understanding
the importance of the need for healthy soil
for a healthy diet and in the opening up of
interesting and valuable career opportunities
in agricultural science and farming. The ACT
Government is keen to lead the way by esSOIL SCIENCE AUSTRALIA ABN 96 080 783 106

tablishing appropriate pilot sites in several
schools, expanding on their already established
programs. We also have strong support from
Stephanie Alexander, Gardening Australia and
Rotary.
In conclusion, to ensure the future sustainable production of food and fibre for the increasing global population, we must act now. We
cannot continue to reduce our soil carbon levels, waste our rainfall or do nothing to reduce
the impact of increasingly severe disasters
such as droughts, famines, floods, wildfires
and feral animal degradation. To deal with
these, we must formulate an overarching Australian national policy on how to restore and
maintain the health of our agricultural landscape. Concurrently we must work with our
farmers and our scientific community to assist
them to fix their paddocks to achieve improved
long term triple bottom line results, the financial, the environmental and social benefits. We
need to ensure landscapes are resilient and
thus able to produce high quality fibre, nutritious food and clean water for the future.
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EDITORIAL
Is Australia ready for a
National Soil Policy?
Noel Schoknecht CPSS
As the human footprint on the globe inextricably increases, we need a coordinated approach to management of the underpinning
soil asset.
In June 2015, the International Year of
Soils, a revised World Soil Charter was approved by the FAO Conference of the United
Nations.
The Charter states some important principles about the value of soils and their management, and suggests guidelines for action
by individuals and the private sector, by
groups and the science community by government and international organisations.
The Australian Government was a member
at this conference and agreed to the Charter,
and hence has some responsibility to implement the actions within the Charter. One pertinent action in the Charter for government is
“Incorporate the principles and practices of
sustainable soil management into policy guidance and legislation at all levels of government, ideally leading to the development of a
national soil policy”.
Achieving the outcome is not an easy task.
A few years ago the European Union attempted to agree on a unified approach to soil protection—the Soil Directive. This ultimately fell
over. Why? Partly because there are strong
national views on land management and outside influence on land management decisions.
Countless lives have been lost in wars fighting
over land. Tussles over territory continue to
this day and will always be part of our history.
Also some member countries were wary of
taking over restoration costs for land poorly
managed by other countries. Agreeing to a
unified approach is not easy.
How are we faring at home?
The responsibility for regulating land management, and soils, rests largely with the
states and territories, and there is no formal
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responsibility for the Australian Government
outlined in the national constitution.
Hence the approach and investment to
what is effectively a strategic national asset,
is inconsistent, uncoordinated and largely
inad-equate.
In 2008 the National Committee on Soil
and Terrain published the policy document
“Managing Australia’s Soils – a policy discussion paper” put the case for a co-ordinated
national investment. This paper was the catalyst for the 2011 Stocktake of investment in
soils research, development and extension.
The stocktake identified significant investment in soils RD&E, but a lack of coordination and long term strategic approach
to this investment. The stocktake lead to the
development of the national Soil Research,
Development and Research Strategy which is
currently addressing these issues.
The 2011 National State of Environment
Report was unequivocal in high-lighting significant problems of soil management across
the continent.
In 2014 a report card on the conditions of
our soil resources in agriculture in WA highlighted many soil-related issues facing our
land managers, and the FAO report 2015 on
the status of the world’s soil resources highlighted bigger issues across the globe. But
still we don’t have a national policy to deal
with these issues in our own lands.
Dealing with issues piecemeal across the
national without a national unified framework
and invest is not ideal, nor efficient. This is a
great shortcoming, and one lost in the political squabbling over other perceived higher
order issues such as health, wealth and security. Ultimately though, our health, wealth
and security all rely on a responsibly managed and sustainable soil asset.
Are we ready for a national soil policy –
probably not yet.
Do we need one – unequivocally yes.
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National
The Australian Soil Network—
Implementing the National Soil RD&E Strategy
Introduction
The National Soil Research, Development
and Extension (RD&E) Strategy aims to ensure that our research, development and extension system generates and applies the
knowledge necessary to meet current and future challenges in soil use and management.
It is an integral part of the broader National
Primary Industries RD&E Framework.
The Soil Strategy focuses on national coordination and prioritisation of investment. Implementation is now well underway and it is
managed by CSIRO and the Grains Research
and Development Corporation. The Implementation Committee includes representatives from rural research and development
corporations, federal and state government
agencies and the university sector.
To better reflect its function, the Implementation Committee and its associates are
now referred to as the ‘Australian Soil Network’. The Network has had a busy year establishing the basis for its future operations
and its main activities are outlined below.

Soil Strategy Website
A new website for the Australian Soil Network has been established and it will be the
primary source of information relating to the
implementation of the soil strategy). This will
include updates from the working groups,
summaries of projects undertaken by the Network and links to other soil websites.

National Soil RD&E priorities
Well-articulated priorities are essential if
the soil science community is to attract financial investment and broad-based support.
With this in mind, the Network has developed
a set of strategic priorities with the following
themes:
1.
Find solutions to soil-based constraints
2.
Improve water and nutrient use efficiency
3.
Develop better soil information systems
4.
Support innovation in soil management
5.
Develop more effective soil and land-use
policy.
Details of the priorities and their component activities can be viewed on our website.
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Australian Government Science and
Research Priorities
The existence of the
Soil RD&E Strategy and
our five priorities directly influenced Australian Government’s
Science and Research
Priorities. These were
released by the Chief
Dr Neil McKenzie
Scientist in 2015 with
Strategy CEO
‘Soil and Water’ being
one of the nine. The Science and Research
priorities will influence future investment, especially via Australian Government programs
(e.g. National Collaborative Research Infrastructure Strategy, National Landcare Program ).

Improving collaboration and coordination
The Rural R&D for Profit Program aims to
enhance farm-gate profitability and support
innovation in Australia’s primary industries.
Grants are provided to Rural Industry Rural
and Development Corporations and they then
support collaborative research activities. The
Australian Soil Network facilitated coordination of soil-related bids for the second round
and a $5.9M program on nutrient-use efficiency was forthcoming.

Annual Forum
The Australian Soil Network is required to
host an annual forum and this year’s event
was a two-day workshop held in February.
The focus was on how we develop support for
our five national priorities. The sessions considered a wide range of topics including
methods for assessing the economic impact
of soil RD&E, options for advocacy and ways
of developing a more compelling narrative for
investment into soil RD&E.

Building awareness
A position paper on Australian soils was
presented at the Outlook 2016 Conference in
February. The annual Outlook conference is
an ideal forum for highlighting the importance
of sustainable soil management in agriculture. Involvement in Outlook also provides a
good opportunity for calibrating how soil issues are viewed by leaders in government
and industry.
Profile
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National
The Australian Soil Network sponsored a
session on ‘Sustainable resource management
makes business sense’ and all presentations
are available online. The Network is exploring
options for making regular contributions to
future Outlook conferences.

proach and the University of Western Sydney
is taking the lead in consultations to this effect. Input is welcomed and further details
can be found on the website of the Australian
Soil Network.

Liaison with the Advocate for Soil Health

The Australian Soil Network has a set of
Working Groups and they vary from shortterm ventures through to long-term committees (e.g. the National Committee on Soil and
Terrain). The Working Group on Physical Infrastructure aims to improve use of physical
infrastructure, which includes long-term trial
sites and laboratories. Network members recognize that long-term trial sites are essential
for understanding the gradual changes in soils
that occur under different farming systems.
The sites are also important for understanding the effects of climate change, assessing
alternative adaptation strategies and testing
of innovations in soil management. The Australian Soil Network recognizes that we need
better systems for sharing information about
existing long-term experiments. As a result,
the Network is developing a register of longterm sites that will allow researchers to identify existing sites, archived specimens and
data sets that may be useful for future work.
Another working group on Soil Science
Teaching Curriculum and Training is compiling
publications and reports on soil science teaching at Australian universities. Part of this
work is funded by the GRDC and further information can be obtained from our website.

The mission of the Advocate for Soil Health,
General Michael Jeffery, is to ‘provide strong
leadership and advocacy on the importance of
healthy soil, water and vegetation and the
benefits thereof for all Australians.’ The Australian Soil Network is working with the Advocate to support his activities and General Jeffery is a regular participant in our meetings.

Prospectus
The Australian Soil Network requires a clear
narrative so that others can readily understand what we want to do and why. Part of
this involves the preparation of a prospectus
that outlines the case for investment in each
of our priorities. The initial step is to develop
the component relating to soil information because opportunities are developing rapidly
due advances in ICT infrastructure, web services and the ‘Big Data’ revolution in agriculture.

Capability audit
A capability audit was undertaken five
years ago during the initial development of
the Soil RD&E Strategy. It provided a valuable
baseline for determining the investment in
soil science along with information on our
workforce including demographics and scientific capabilities. Jurisdictional reports and anecdotal evidence suggest that significant
changes are occurring in both the composition
and size of our workforce. As a consequence
the Network is preparing an update of the audit. This will help us to assess how well our
current investments are aligned with priorities, identify capacity gaps, and help plan for
the future.

Improving collaboration and coordination
The establishment of a soil-centred Collaborative Research Centre (CRC) has been a recurring topic ever since the initial CRC on
Sustainable Soil Management completed its
term in the 1990s. Various bids have been
developed in recent years but there is a general view that the soil science community and
its beneficiaries are yet to present a really
compelling case. The Australian Soil Network
is working to develop a more coordinated ap-
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Working Groups

Challenges
While there is strong consensus on the importance of sustainable soil management to
Australia’s future, pressures on public-sector
budgets are causing significant concerns
across the Network. There are no easy solutions at this stage although members are
keenly aware that we need to be more effective in our advocacy for sustainable soil management. An important test in coming years
will be our ability to strengthen employment
prospects in soil science and increase enrolments in undergraduate and postgraduate
programs.
For more information on the activities of
the Australian Soil Network, refer to our website or contact Jennifer Alexander, Executive
Officer, Australian Soil Network, Victorian Department of Economic Development, Jobs,
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New Members
Soil Science Australia welcomes our latest members. Welcome aboard!
Member
Elise Pendall
James Hawkins
Sajanee Ganga Gunadasa Hene Kapuralalage
Brenda Kranz
Jane Rollinson
Irma Calista Siagian
Kai Yang
Kate McPherson
Simon White
Scott Black
James O'Sullivan
Enoch Wong
Peter Stevens
Mohammad Bhuiyan
Hari Shrestha
Ben Hall
Penny Dunstan
Theresa Orr
Benjamin Jones

Location
PENRITH
NEUARPURR
ARMIDALE
SYDNEY
MELBOURNE
PERTH
JINAN
CAMPBELL
TOOWOOMBA
DALBY
EMERALD
WELLARD
MEREWETHER
ORANGE
PASCOE VALE SOUTH
BRISBANE
BRANDY HILL
WHITFIELD
CAMP HILL

Branch
NSW
VIC
NSW
NSW
VIC
WA
SHANDONG
ACT
QLD
QLD
VIC
WA
NSW
NSW
VIC
QLD
NSW
QLD
QLD

Geopedology
A new book titled Geopedology: An integration of Geomorphology and Pedology for
Soil and Landscaper Studies fas been published by Springer Nature.
An Integration of Geomorphology and Pedology for Soil and Landscape Studies
Editors: Zinck, J.A., Metternicht, G., Bocco, G., Del Valle, H.F
ISBN 978-3-319-19158-4, 2016

This book offers a proven approach for reliable mapping of soillandscape relationships to derive information for policy, planning and
management at scales ranging from local to regional. It presents the
theoretical and conceptual framework of the geopedologic approach
and a bulk of applied research showing its application and benefits for
knowledge generation relevant to geohazard studies, land use conflict
analysis, land use planning, land degradation assessment, and land
suitability analysis.
Soil is a vital resource for society at large and an important determinant of the economic status of nations. The intensification of natural
disasters and the increased land use competition for food and energy
have raised awareness of the relevant role the pedosphere plays in
natural and anthropogenic environments. Recent papers and global
initiatives show a renewed interest in soil research and its applications for improved planning
and management of this fragile and finite resource.
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Opinion
The Soil Perspective: Death by a
Thousand Subdivisions
Helena Woolums
Soil is the most under-rated natural resource on our planet. We understand the lifesustaining need for water and air, but we
seem to forget that we depend just as much
on soil. In the face of unprecedented population booms, understanding the soil has never
been more critical to planning for a healthy
and resilient city. The loss of certain soil types
on Melbourne’s fringe show a stunning lack of
foresight on the part of legislation, planning
and politics. We are losing the most strategically located and productive food bowl in the
state if not the country. It’s time to start planning our city and food future by understanding the
soil.
Here’s why.
Soil is a natural resource
equally as important as
water and air for our survival. Soil degradation and
loss should be treated in
the same careful manner.
Soil is a fragile and nonrenewable resource: it
takes hundreds to thousands of years to form
from the breakdown and
weathering of bedrock, and
yet only a few years (or
less) to destroy.
Not all soil is the same and few are suited
to commercial demands of agriculture and
horticulture!
The right soil means excellent food quality
not only for fruit and vegetables but also meat
and dairy. Research from the Victorian Ecoinnovation Laboratory (University of Melbourne)
shows Melbourne’s food bowl produces 41% of
our food. If current rates of soil loss from urban expansion continue, that will decrease to
18% by 2050. It’s even more extreme if we
consider only vegetables: Melbourne’s fringe
currently produces 82% of vegetables which
will decrease to 21% by 2050.
A critical example of soil loss is Melbourne’s
fastest growing region of Wyndham Shire. The
Werribee River delta soils in Werribee South
produce 53% of Victoria’s broccoli, 85% of
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cauliflower and 34% of lettuce (Food Alliance,
2014). These soils are located where there is
also plentiful water from the Werribee River,
as well as groundwater and treated
wastewater. Similarly, in Melbourne’s southeast, Casey and Cardinia Shires contain pockets of ‘Cranbourne Sands’ allowing for clean
and easy harvesting and heavy machinery to
access paddocks right after rain without getting bogged. These particular soil types are
rare, in a relatively high rainfall area and
most have already been zoned for housing.
In addition to the benefit of having the
right soil for the right produce, Melbourne’s
market gardens are a 1.3 – 1.6 billion dollar
industry providing at least 6000 jobs (Food
Alliance, 2014). We must protect and utilise
this non-renewable, economic resource to

The land of plenty—for the moment?
Photo: Helen Woolums

maintain our city’s food security, resilience
and health. Throw into the mix Victoria’s eating habits -the Heart Foundation estimates
that only 10% of Victorians meet the healthy
eating guidelines for fruit and vegetables. Our
production is too low, we’re paving over the
soils capable of production and we already
don’t eat enough fruit and vegetables to sustain good health. We’ve got ourselves a serious problem.
Quality produce (for which Victoria is worldrenowned) requires not only specific soil types
but also guaranteed water. While soil types
suitable for intensive market gardens can be
found elsewhere in Victoria (Mildura for example) they are of lesser quality and the region
lacks water. Guaranteed water is a critical issue for food production and economic stabil-
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ity. Water issues are even more severe in
the face of climate change predictions. With
secure water supplies courtesy of the desalination plant and treatment plants and
proximity to the Melbourne population, Melbourne’s urban fringe soils are one of the
most economically valuable and strategically located in the country.
Planning foresight makes or breaks a city
and we have a choice. In 2050, Melbourne
could be a world leader in quality produce,
a food capital with a booming agricultural
economy and a healthy population. Alternatively, we can continue down our current
path resulting in at least 79% of our vegetables and 82% of our total food being
sourced from elsewhere. That means less
truly fresh food, higher food miles, a high
dependence on drought-prone regions of
the state and poorer health. We permanently lose a high-value, non-renewable
and limited resource.
Our soil, market gardens and urban
growth situation is serious. We must stop
building on our best growing ground! We
know where the remaining productive and
valuable soils exist because Melbourne and
Victorian soils have been extensively
mapped. Research confirms how critical
these peri-urban soils are to the food security and healthy future of our city. The information is published, at our finger tips
and the experts are ready. Let’s not look
back in 35 years and have to say, ‘We
knew better but did nothing about it.’

Richard Bell delivers invited lectures
in India
Prof. Richard Bell CPSS was invited under the
Australia-India Education Council Eminent Researcher Lecture Programme to give a series of
lectures in India.
During 27 June to 1
July 2016, he presented
lectures at the Indian
Agricultural Research
Institute - Delhi, Prof
Jayashankar Agricultural University and ICRISAT - Hyderabad, Bidhan Chandra
Krishi Viswavidyalaya Kalyani and Indian Institute of Technology Kharagpur.
The topic of the lectures was: Conservation Agriculture and Mechanisation for Smallholder Agriculture. Much of the material was
drawn from research being undertaken by Murdoch University, together with national partners,
in Bangladesh with funding support from the
Australian Centre for International Agricultural
Research.
A YouTube recording of the lecture given at
ICRISAT is available from the Conservation Agriculture Bangladesh Facebook page.

2017 Calendar
Last chance!
It’s calendar time, and the committee
is hoping to make 2017 a very special
edition. We have decided to revert to the
theme soils as art, but also cast the net
wider to photos taken by non-members.
If you have any photos which may fit
the bill, or are aware of others, in any
media, that may we may be able to use
and really show off the beauty of soil in
Australia, and what we do with it, I would
like to hear from you. It’s your calendar - please help make it special.
Please send images, links to images, or good ideas to calendar@soilscienceaustralia.org

Noel Schoknecht, Chair Calendar Committee
SOIL SCIENCE AUSTRALIA ABN 96 080 783 106
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Society Business
Nominate a worthy
candidate
The 2015-16 Strategic Plan lists the objective nominating Society members for awards and
committees at national and international levels.
To promote soil scientists and soil science the Federal Executive is wanting to field candidates
where ever possible for prestigious Awards. Federal Council have approved the principle that
Fellows be selected from CPSS accredited members as these members are recognised by peers
as professional soil scientists. Preference will also be given to supporting CPSS accredited
members for the Australia Day Honours Awards
Members are invited to forward details of worthy members along with supporting evidence to
the federal office.

Suggest a CPSS Accredited member for the Australian Honours System
A message from His Excellency General The Honourable Sir Peter Cosgrove AK MC
(Retd)
The Australian honours system is a vital part of our social fabric. Honours help define, encourage and reinforce our national aspirations, ideals and standards by identifying those among
us who make an outstanding contribution to our society. The recipients of Australian honours
and awards are very special men and women whose actions have set them apart and enriched
our community across a broad range of professional, public and community service sectors. In
their daily lives these admirable people demonstrate those values that we as a nation hold
dear—compassion, civility, dedication, courage, kindness, tolerance, and energetic ambition.
They inspire us all to be more enthusiastic and giving, to uphold the responsibility of being fully
engaged citizens.
Please email suggestions and supporting evidence to office@soilscienceaustralia.org for consideration by the Federal Executive and the CPSS Board.

Suggest a Soil Science Australia member for the Glinka World Soil Prize
The Glinka World Soil Prize will seek to honour individuals or organizations whose activities
and leadership have contributed, or are still contributing to the promotion of sustainable soil
management and the protection of soil resources as specified in the revised World Soil Charter. The prize will be awarded during the World Soil Day celebration. Call for Nominations
Please email your suggestions and supporting evidence to office@soilscienceaustralia.org
and it will be considered by the Federal Executive.

Suggest a Soil Science Australia member for Australian of the Year Awards
2017
Categories are Australian of the Year, Senior Australian of the Year, Young Australian of the
Year, Australia’s Local Hero.
Please email your suggestions and supporting evidence to office@soilscienceaustralia.org
and it will be considered by the Federal Executive.

For Your Diaries….
2016 AGM—Tuesday 13 December
The 2016 AGM for Soil Science Australia will be held on Tuesday 13 December in conjunction
with the New Zealand soils conference. Further details will be available in the next edition of
Profile on the venue and how you can link to the meeting if you can’t make the conference.

Next Issue: Contributions invited by 31 October
Reports, photographs, poetry, artwork, cartoons, interesting soil profiles - anything to do
with soil and may capture the imagination of soil scientist is welcome.
Please send to Noel at profile@soilscienceaustralia.org
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Interested to find out what’s
happening across the ditch?
The New Zealand Soil News
provides a wealth of information
on activities and research happening around New Zealand and
is well worth reading.
Check out their website and
newsletters here.

In the current issue:
Volume 64 No 2
May 2016
 Editorial—Where have our
soils gone?
 Geology, landform and soils
of the Waipara and Waikari
regions
 Curious minds and the science of the spud
 New and improved version of
Landcare Research’s soil portal
 Myths about carbon storage
in soils
 A new look
 Plus much more…..

Alex McBratney for IUSS President
A message From the Federal President,
Tim Overheu CPSS
This is an important time for Soil Science globally with the election of the President of the International Union of Soil Science. We
are honoured to have Soil Science Australia member Professor Alex
McBratney nominated as a candidate and I will be inviting every
member to cast their vote by email. I understand candidates were
given the opportunity to prepare a video and where available it is
copied below next to the candidate for your information.

Professor Alex McBratney (Australia) Youtube link
Professor Takashi Kosaki (Japan)
If you wish to cast your vote now you can do so by sending an email to the federal office
(office@soilscienceaustralia.org) with the text in the ‘Subject’ line IUSS President vote cast
for:______________ - please insert after the : the candidate name you wish to vote
for . You do not need to take any further action as your email address will be matched to the
membership records. I encourage you to vote before August 15 to enable the Soil Science
Australia vote to be lodged in a timely manner.
I know I personally will be supporting Alex McBratney as a Soil Science Australia member
and encourage you to also do the same. .

SOIL SCIENCE AUSTRALIA ABN 96 080 783 106
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Poet’s Corner
Our poet in residence is at it again…...
Ballad of the Soils
Now I know I’m a geologist
With limited soil skills
Not a knowledgeable pedologist
That can list the soil’s ills
Such as saline build up
And lack of organic matter
To the farmer causing hiccups
And pedologists to chatter
Then there are the acid soils
Adversely stunting growth
Releasing toxic aluminium
The farmer says “My oath
What can be done
To fix this high acidity?
The crops have barely surfaced
I must act with great rapidity”
Non wetting sands cause heads to ache
Grains coated by repellent wax
Preventing water filtering down
The root zone sufficient water lacks
Impermeable soils with sodic clays
Inhibit moisture migration
With grains so small and packed together
To the cropper’s great frustration
And how to fix these various ills?
A geologist can show the way
Let’s look first at acid soils
Use limestone, it will surely pay
Now grain size is important
For limestone, CaCO3,
Is of low solubility, so spread
A fine grained type you see
In what was once an acid soil
The pH will rise, and crops grow quick
Grass now green your side of the fence
Neighbours mutter “So that’s the trick.”
Dolomite is similar to lime
But also contains magnesium
Ideal for soils low in Mg
For spuds, use dolomite as a premium.
A typical application rate
Of both limestone and dolomite
Is 2.5 tonnes per hectare
What once was acid now looks bright
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Now for hydrated calcium sulfate
More commonly gypsum by name
It dissolves much faster than lime
And its function in soils not the same
By gypsum a chemical change is wrought
On clays impervious to water
With sodium displaced by calcium ions
Flow through improves, at least it oughter
For particles within the clay
Grow coarser at a speedy rate
Increasing pore space rapidly
The water will then percolate
Down to the root zone where it acts
To promote the growth of pasture
And flush away unwanted salt
For NaCl can spell disaster
With gypsum a common spreading rate
Is the same as that of lime
But pH remains unchanged
Now I’ve run out of words to rhyme
To deal with the non wetting sands
Farmers still get crops to grow
With scrapers they do delve to put
The clay on top and sand below
Now gypsum, lime and dolomite
Occur as sedimentary rocks
Each plays its part when scattered on
The soil but don’t just spread ad hoc
For these ameliorants to work
Do not spread them coarse as rubble
Ensure the particles are fine
Or spreading’s hardly worth the trouble
Sometimes these minerals do occur
In lake beds unconsolidated
The particles of microscopic size
And solubility highly rated
So end the ramblings of a man
I’m talking dolomite, lime and gypsum
With some sketchy thoughts on soils
But knowing more on what can fix ‘em
© Sean Kennedy
Photo: Chris Gazey, DAFWA
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Digital Soil Mapping
DSM for land suitability mapping
in Tasmania
Darren Kidd
Digital Soil Mapping (DSM) is being used by
the Tasmanian Department of Primary Industries Water and Environment (DPIPWE) for
Land Suitability Mapping across the state as
part of the Water for Profit Program
When applied to
other interpretive datasets, DSM becomes
a Digital Soil Assessment (DSA). Digital
Soil Assessment
doesn’t just mean
sticking your finger in
the soil (although
quite useful); the
mapping (in partnership with the University of Sydney (Faculty
of Agriculture and Environment) through an
Australian Research
Council Linkage Project
(LP110200731,
“Wealth from Water”))
uses existing and newly collected soil property data, intersected with a range of remotely-sensed and derived spatial predictor layers
to derive three-dimensional soil property
mapping of a predicted soil value for each
pixel, as well as uncertainties in the form of
upper and lower prediction limits as a quantitative measure of confidence.
Soil properties include pH, EC, clay %,
sand %, silt %, coarse fragments, drainage,
soil depth, depth to sodic layer and various
soil hydrology measures derived from pedotransfer functions. Predictive layers
(covariates) consist of the SRTM-DEM and derivatives (topographic wetness indices, slope,
aspect, distance to drainage networks, landforms); multispectral satellite imagery (NDVI,
persistent greenness); surface geology; gamma-radiometrics (total count, potassium, thorium, uranium); land use; climate surfaces
(rainfall, temperature, insolation); distance to
coast indices; and legacy soil mapping.
Complementary climate mapping using a
range of soil temperature sensors, calibrated
to long-term Bureau of Meteorology averages,
SOIL SCIENCE AUSTRALIA ABN 96 080 783 106

and applied to local terrain have also been
developed; these have been combined with
the soil property maps through developed
land suitability rulesets for twenty different
enterprises, including a arrange of broad-acre
crops, pasture, and perennial horticulture.
Version 1.0 mapping has been completed,
which is available on the Department’s publically accessible spatial web-portal

Potato suitability (v1.0—no tenure masks)

(www.thelist.tas.gov.au), allowing users to
query any part of the map to identify any soil,
terrain or climate limitation. Version 2.0
products are currently underway through reviewing existing suitability rule sets, and targeting important agricultural areas where
v1.0 DSM products have high uncertainties
for new soil sampling. The twenty suitability
surfaces were also spatially combined to form
a ‘Land Versatility Index’ for the state, showing the areas that are suited to a wide range
of different enterprises.
Soil vulnerability mapping is being developed using the DSM products to generate layers for soil erosion (wind and water), salinity,
sodicity and waterlogging. These surfaces
are being integrated into the suitability mapping as a measure of sustainability, while Climate Futures of Tasmania surfaces have been
downscaled and applied to the suitability
rulesets to assess long-term climate impacts). See link here.
Profile
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Digital Soil Mapping
The 80m resolution DSM and climate products are constantly evolving and improving,
and being applied to many different applications. For example, mapping the agricultural
estate as part of the new state-wide planning
scheme; NRM regional planning; and identifying areas of winter finishing for beef cattle in
Tasmania (Davey L 2014). MLA Red Meat
Strategy, Winter Finishing of Beef Cattle in
Tasmania. Macquarie Franklin).
The maps also form regional contributions
to the Soil and Landscape Grid of Australia
and GlobalSoilMap. Further details about the
DSM, and how it has become operational in
Tasmania will be the subject for future contributions to Profile.
For those that can’t wait for the next issue,
further reading can be accessed below…..
Eighty-metre resolution soil maps for Tasmania, Australia; J Soil Research
Digital soil assessment of agricultural suitability, versatility and capital in Tasmania, Australia; ScienceDirect
Local-scale spatial modelling for interpolating climatic temperature variables to predict
agricultural plant suitability; Theoretical and
Applied Climatology
Incorporating Climate Futures into Enterprise Suitability Mapping; Technical Report

Enterprise Versatility Index (no tenure masks)

NRM Report Cards

Draft guidelines for soil characterisation for mining projects in WA
Dave Allen
The WA Department of Mines and Petroleum has just released a Draft Guidance document
for "Materials characterisation baseline data requirements for mining proposals"
News on these guidelines can be access at the WA Department of Mines and Petroleum
website, and the guidelines document can be downloaded here.
The opportunity to make comments on these draft guidelines has now closed, but there is a
strong emphasis on baseline soil assessment, which should of course be of substantial interest
to society, especially those based in WA.
There are some shortcomings in the guidelines, notably the lack of a requirement to
properly describe soil profiles in the field ands the very poor descriptions of laboratory methods.
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Land use mapping
Access the latest land use data
Jane Stewart
The Australian Collaborative Land Use and
Management Program (ACLUMP) recently released two land use products:
i.
Annual compilation of catchment scale
land use data—Catchment Scale Land
Use of Australia – Update May 2016
ii.
National scale land use data produced
every 5 years—Land Use of Australia
2010-11.
These raster datasets show a single dominant land use for a given area according to
the Australian Land Use and Management
Classification. The catchment scale land use
mapping is field verified for mixed dates at
a scale that varies according to land use intensity. The national
scale land use data applies a modelling approach using remote
sensing, the Australian
Bureau of Statistics
agricultural census and
control points of known
land uses to allocate
agricultural land uses.
Non-agricultural land
uses are drawn from
existing digital maps.
These authoritative datasets were supported
by funding from the
Department of Agricul-

ture and Water Resources and can be downloaded here.
Send your feedback on these datasets to
land_management@agriculture.gov.au.
ACLUMP is a consortium of Australian, state
and territory government partners which provide nationally consistent land use mapping
underpinned by common technical standards.
The data is used for regional and national reporting of land use, including change reporting and integrated assessments. Currently
state-lead catchment scale land use mapping
are targeting mapping of horticultural commodities and intensive animal production to
assist management of biosecurity risks.

Land use of Australia for
2010-11
national scale land use
map (ABARES, 2016)
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Flashback
An Adventurous Field Trip and a
Dedication to the Memory of
Keith Northcote
John Martin
“The most exciting field trip of my career.”
Keith Northcote (circa 1993).

Keith Northcote
1993

Keith was referring to the 1966 reconnaissance survey of Arnhem Land in the
Northern Territory. Here is the story
of this trip….

Background
The field trip was part of the 195868 Atlas of Australian Soils Project.
For many areas of the continent e.g.
remote regions, soil data were almost nonexistent. Such a situation was reflected in
the reliability map accompanying Sheet 8.
In that map sources of data for Arnhem
Land were rated 5 i.e. the least reliable.
For these areas and in consideration of cartographic scale any sampling would be at
an intensity level of exploratory and a density of opportunistic. In this context the
exploratory nature of the field work was
self evident. Planning traverses of large
areas which were almost inaccessible
proved to be a challenge in terms of administration as well as in the practicalities of any proposed field work. Any opportunities of obtaining assistance with
regard to travel were not to be missed.
An example of this was the permission given
by the South Australian Pastoral Board for a
soil survey team to accompany them on their
1967 study tour of the far west and far north
west of South Australia.

Arnhem Land Survey
Preparation --Planning
In 1966 roads and tracks existed mainly in areas relatively close to coastal settlements. Since only three days were allocated for field work in this area of Sheet
8 an aircraft and helicopter in addition to
vehicles for limited travel would be needed. Hence airstrip locations and possible
landing sites for a helicopter were factors
in site selection as well as air photog-
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Lucky Bay, Cape Le Grand, Western Australia

Approximate locations of the traverse lines
East Arnhem Land Reconnaissance August 1966

raphy, topographic and particularly geological maps. Organizations which offered
generous help for and during the trip included BHP, Western Nuclear, Water Resources Branch NTA, Welfare Branch NTA
as well as several Denominational Missions.
Preparation –Practicalities
The cost of up to 8 hours fixed wing flying
would be met by Soils Division which would also fund 50% of the cost of the helicopter flight.
Water Resources Branch agreed to pay the balance. Positioning and return of the helicopter
from Darwin to Maningrida would take about 7
hours leaving a balance of three hours which
would allow us to visit the Goyder and the
Blyth river valleys and the Central Basin Area.
In the end costings were just within the budget.
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Flashback
The plane selected was a Cessna 337. This is a twin motor
(Push Pull) high wing aircraft. It
had enough space at the back of
the cabin for our survey and
camping equipment, food and essential supplies (see later). At
some isolated airstrips fuel was
available in drums. When a hand
pump was not available we used
our own small petrol engine. We
refuelled at 4 sites. The itinerary
locations were Maningrida,
Mirrnatja Village, Gove, Koolatong River, Groote Eylandt, Rose
River Mission, Roper River Mission
The Cessna 377 on Gove Airstrip, August 1966
and Mount Marumba. That at
least was the plan.
16km south east into Keith’s AC13 unit.
Landing at Gove, 280km east of Maningrida,
The Reconnaissance Traverse of East Arn- about mid-afternoon we had enough time for
a traverse south across Keith’s MY3 unit as
hem Land
Traverse lines and localities were limited to far as the Latram River. This trip was courtethe eastern area of the Reserve. The western sy of a staff member from the Yirrkala Mission. That night it was a case of sleeping
area is characterized by the heavily dissected
bags on the gravel under the wing of the 337.
sandstone and quartzite Arnhem Land Plateau. There was a last minute hitch even before we left Darwin. A senior pilot from ArnNext morning we found a snake next to us,
hem Air Charters informed me that he was
no doubt only being sociable. It was quickly
not at all happy with the idea of landing at
dispatched. First destination was the Koolatong river site about 140 km
south west of Gove. For easier
navigation under heavy low
cloud we followed the coast to
the river mouth. We hadn’t
got very far when a radio message from a BHP pilot, who had
just taken off from the site,
warned us not to land. He said
the strip had fallen below DCA
standards. However staff from
a BHP prospecting party, working 50km away, had already
agreed to take us to sites they
thought might be of interest.
We continued up river to find a
The Bell G4 at the soil site in the Blythe River valley, August 1966 couple of fellows waiting by the
strip. The problem was that we
Mirrnatja village. He had taken the 337 there had no radio contact so could not explain why
the previous year and found that the strip
we had arrived, circled but made no attempt
was particularly short and dangerous. It didto land. Someone had a quite dreadful idea
n’t take us long to drop the idea. We landed
i.e. making an ultimate sacrifice. Our essenat Maningrida mid morning in time for an oftial supplies (being the NT) consisted of a
ficer of the Welfare Branch to take us about
number of slabs of VB.
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Flashback
It was eventually agreed to tie a note of ex- doned our attempt to land at Mirrnatja vilplanation to a tin and drop it from about 300
lage our second chance to explore the Arfeet. Although none of us had experience in
afura Swamp, Keith’s In1 unit, was to use
Bomber Command I saw a tin land within
the helicopter which had been transferred
sight of a fellow who ran to collect it. If the
to Milingimbi. This was a new Bell G4
tin did not burst on impact at least someone
three seater. Leaving there we flew south
got a drink even if it was warm. We never saw
east to Glyde Inlet and followed the Glyde
those fellows again and I don’t think they
would have regretted that. Next
destination was Groote Eylandt
some 110 km to the south east.
The local welfare officer kindly
took us 19km north east from Angurugu across Atlas units AC 15,
BA10 and JY3. Several profiles
were examined. We departed early afternoon for Rose River airstrip
about 80 km south west, a vehicle
was not available and we continued 115 km to what was the Roper River Mission (Ngukurr). Landing turned out to be a bit tricky.
The strip was downhill and hard to
see .The pilot did a great job getting us down. The Mission provided us with a guide and vehicle for
a 16 km traverse north along the
Rose River track crossing units
Mb15 and JJ31. Some character
Our guide and the truck on the Rose River track—the Neenaweena
had put up a road sign referring to Highway, August 1966
it as the Neenaweena Highway!
and Goyder rivers some 30 km south to
The Roper Bar Police Station is about 19 km
the Swamp. We landed on a small area of
upstream from Ngukurr. We landed there
about 6 pm. The policeman’s wife (he was on dry ground and Keith and I walked some
duty in the Gulf) invited us to camp under the distance into the swamp to collect a soil
house. This was standard practice at the time sample described at the time by Keith as
for rare visitors to the area.
“Muck from Muckaninnie Plains”. We then

Our course the following morning was
about 65 km north east then 95 km North
West to Mount Marumba. Western Nuclear, a US prospecting company, had put in
a camp site strip about 6 weeks earlier
and had given us permission to land and
possible assistance with a vehicle. We
could only find it by following the Wilton
River and tracks nearby. However by that
time we were behind schedule so had to
drop the idea of landing. This added to
our bad luck. Lateral traverses, west from
Koolatong and east from Mount Marumba,
would have given us some coverage of the
interior. We turned north east for the
180km to Milingimbi. Having earlier aban-
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turned south west towards the central area. At one spot we attempted to get
down between the trees but could not see
any surface through the tall grass. It became a matter of an immediate vertical
uplift!! A little further on we did manage
to land and collect some samples. However this was still only the northern edge of
the Central Basin Area. Our pilot reckoned we would have no chance of landing
further south because of the even distribution of a nearly closed canopy. We
turned north towards the Blyth River valley where we were able to collect further
samples before returning to Maningrida
and Darwin. ◊
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In the field
Latin hypercube meets the Kimberley
Noel Schoknecht CPSS
CSIRO, in partnership
with QLD, NT and QLD
Governments, is currently conducting soil and
water assessments in
three priority areas in
northern Australia - the
Mitchell catchment in
Queensland, four Darwin
catchments in NT and the
Fitzroy catchment in WA.
The Northern Australia
Water Resource Assessment (NAWRA) project is
using digital soil mapping
techniques to improve
the understanding of the
soil resources in these
areas, and their suitabilAbove: Cuan Petheram (CSIRO) on the
lookout for the sampling site.
Photo Noel Schoknecht

Jon Schatz, Seonaid Philip and Peter Wilson (Bundaberg) from CSIRO
taking the sample. Rocky escarpments are no deterrent for this team.
Photo Noel Schoknecht
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ity for irrigated agriculture. The
soil assessment team, led by
Seonaid Philip (CSIRO, QLD), is
conducting fieldwork this dry season.
The sampling strategy is driven by
the Latin Hypercube methodology,
which can lead to sampling in unusual places. In most cases the
sites are easily accessible, but occasionally it necessitates traipses
over rocky hills and valleys. All in
the cause of good science!
The project will report on the soil,
plus a number of other themes, in
late 2017.
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In the news
The Vessel Earth Project
James Hall
Adelaide artist Mal Wass was commissioned by The Barossa Council in South Australia to
produce an artwork to be placed alongside the newly developed Jack Bobridge Bike Track in
the Barossa Valley wine region. Named after world champion cyclist and local boy Jack Bobridge, the bike track follows the North Para River between Tanunda and Lyndoch in the
southern Barossa Valley and then heads on to Gawler at the most northern end of the Adelaide metropolitan area.
Mal’s vision was to represent
the soils of the Barossa Valley
– and highlight links to local
wine – within a unique work of
art made of locally-sourced
materials. I was hired as a soil
consultant to advise on Barossan soils. The artwork was to
be constructed on site at the
Moorooroo (“one ‘moo’ and two
‘roos’!”) Vineyard Picnic
Ground, an old picnic ground
beside the river owned by
Schild Estate, which has been
used by generations of vineyard workers and their families.
A soil and regolith profile
was excavated using a backhoe
adjacent to the site where the
artwork was to be constructed,
revealing a soil fully reflecting
the five soil-forming factors of
parent material, time, topography, climate and biology. The
soil is underlain by soft, highly
weathered, fine-grained Burra
Group rock that was laid down
as sediments over 600 million
years ago. I described the soil
profile and its underlying material – using ‘Yellow Book’
standards – and then
Soil and art lovers Margot and Patrick Hall providing
‘translated’ this into English for the artist. In particscale for the Vessel Earth monolith
ular, careful attention was paid to the colour patPhoto: James Hall
terns of each horizon, with Munsell Chart colours
(along with a Munsell Chart) provided to the artist so his work could match actual soil colours.
Lower soil and regolith layers exhibit mottled and palid greenish-grey colours caused by a history of wetness.
Mal used this information when planning his construction of rammed earth (strengthened by
the addition of a little cement). Construction was no small task, as his monolith is 4.2 m high,
with a giant moulded relief depicting a wine glass. Various ochre and other colouring agents
were added to colour the different layers of rammed earth.
As can be seen in the photograph of the artwork, the dark organic-rich topsoil is depicted,
as is the mottled red subsoil, with lower layers representing weathered rock becoming yellower and paler.
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In the news
The Vessel Earth artwork
also includes an inscribed
brass plaque, describing
the geological, landscape
and soil formation history
of the site. The plaque also
includes a brief soil profile
description and the Australian Soil Classification of
Mottled, Eutrophic, Red
Chromosol.
There are, however,
many soil types in the Barossa Valley – which has a
long and complex history of
landscape and soil development – and the Vessel
Earth artwork is a reflection
of but one of them.
This is an impressive artwork that looms-up upon
one when travelling along
the bike path, and when
viewed from a distance,
looks like the remnant
chimney of an old settler’s
farm house.

Text of the brass plaque describing landscape and soil development at the Vessel-Earth site
Supplied by James Hall
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Soil health
Are Australian and United States
farmers using soil information for soil
health management?
Lisa Lobry de Bruyn

reality of their practice, has been difficult to
establish. It appears that we have assumed
what motivates farmers to soil test but have
not asked them. Despite the decades of data
collection on farming practices, including soil
testing, we have only a sketchy impression of
farmers’ soil testing practice. We cannot with
any certainty say what they do with the soil
data they collect and how it influences their

We started our paper with a relatively
straight-forward question or so we thought:
Are Australian and United States farmers using soil information for soil health management? The premise was: Soil health is an essential requirement of a sustainable, functioning agroecosystem. In order for farmers to
maintain or improve soil health through their
management they need to access and use
good quality, local soil information, including
identification of soil types and their soil health
status (here using available soil testing as a
proxy). Tracking of soil health status, at the
local level, largely falls to farmers. We examined their soil information practice at the farm
and paddock scale over the last two decades
in Australia and the United States.
Annabel Crabb, made the statement in a
recent article: ABS has no vital statistics on
housework for the last 10 years. By ABS not
Participants in the North Dakota State University
repeating the surveys, they undertook in
Burleigh County field day
1992, 1997 and 2006, information on who is
doing domestic work and how, is increasingly Photo Lisa Lobry de Bruyn
becoming out-of-date, and there is no new
soil health management decisions. What we
data to inform policy or programs. Professor
can say from our analysis is that only 25% of
Lyn Craig, an academic at the University of
landholders were soil testing in any one year,
New South Wales says “Things that don't get
in either country, but not necessarily with a
counted don't count.” It seems, as Annabel
high level of intensity or repeatedly over the
Crabb suggests, that we do not respect doyears. But again our understanding of farmmestic work enough even to monitor it
ers’ use of soil information has been limited
properly. Can the same conclusion be drawn
by national-level agencies not collecting data
about our understanding of farmers’ soil teston frequency and intensity of soil testing or
ing practice, as ABS, since 2013-14 Land and
the motivation to test soil or what they did
Management Survey, is no longer asking
with the soil information.
farmers if they soil test or what they soil test
An often mis-used statement (bold text
for? Does this mean it does not matter
usually used) in many contexts, often in busiwhether we know if farmers soil test or not?
ness, attributed originally to Edward Deming
Or are they indicating we do not need to
is “It is wrong to suppose that if you can’t
know if they are gathering soil information,
measure it, you can’t manage it – a costly
just whether they are applying lime or fertilis- myth”. However, when this missive is delved
er?
into more deeply you begin to realise that
After reviewing national-level reporting of
measurement is an important part of managefarmer use of soil testing and farm planning
ment, but not the only way to manage and
as well as qualitative research on farmer perthat some activities like social engagement
spectives we found we could not answer our
and knowledge exchanges between farmers
question with any great degree of confidence. and soil information providers are not easily
Despite recurrent language, in policy and oth- measured, but critically important. Nevertheer documents, suggesting farmers’ monitoring less, it seems a large proportion of farmers
of soil health is necessary to guide decisionare managing their soil with limited farm-level
making and land management practices, the
soil information.
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Soil health
The main use of soil testing is often stated
as “determining fertiliser requirements”, yet
data show it is used less commonly than is
customary practice.
In the United States, customary practice is
three and half times more likely to be used
for decisions on fertilizer application levels
than soil testing, while in Australia they are
both likely to be used at similar levels. Maybe
viewing the use of soil testing through the
narrow lens of plant production has limited its
utility and how it can be promoted to guide
soil health management. We need to embrace a more holistic examination of soil
health and its management outside production-based metrics which tend to focus on soil
testing for use of amendments or fertiliser.
In contrast to the poor information on the
state of soil health, there is strong farmer interest in procuring soil health benefits
through changes in farm practices such as
conservation tillage or cover crops, even if
they are unable to demonstrate these soil
health benefits through soil testing. Many
farmers report the use of observation in lieu
of laboratory testing, and possibly by acknowledging the three dimensional quality of
soil and how it can be incorporated into monitoring may inspire farmers to look at it afresh.
The apparent lack of information on farmers’ soil testing practice makes it difficult to
argue that we need to build a national open
access portal for soil information, when we
cannot even establish farmers’ level of interest and commitment to collecting soil data on
their own land. Neil McKenzie also spoke in
the 2016 ABARE Outlook Conference about
the market failure of soil information. He said
“We have a really big market failure problem
on information. How do we pay for it, how do
we curate it, and how do we distribute it?”
But in what other ways is it a market failure?
Is it due to asymmetry of information between potential clients and knowledge custodians, inability to create a market for soil information, agency problems or transaction
costs? Getting answers to these questions will
enable us to make genuine progress on the
level and nature of soil information required
for delivery to farmers.
Earlier in the same presentation McKenzie
expressed the need to find solutions to soil
based constraints by “developing rapid diag-
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nostic systems for quickly identifying which
constraints are at play in any given season,
or farm, or situation.” Shouldn’t soil testing
play a role here? Many of the soil constraints
we face are not visible, and can only be detected by soil testing. Including declining soil
pH and with it increasingly toxic levels of
some elements and deficiencies in others, or
loss of soil carbon, and with it the protection
against soil structural decline, and soil loss
and reduction in water holding capacity or
loss of nutrients through leaching and soil
erosion. A recent paper on global soil threats
highlights the main soil threats in Australia, in
order of highest threat as: soil acidity, soil

The soils in the US look pretty darn good
Photo Lisa Lobry de Bruyn

erosion, soil carbon change, and nutrient imbalance. Of these soil threats three can be
detected by soil testing.
We need to focus on a soil’s ability to hold
onto nutrients and water, preventing losses
through leaching or run-off, and be ever
aware that with these losses the greater the
requirement for more fertiliser or lime over
time. We point to the need for soil information to include observational indicators to
best allow a blend of traditional extension
strategies with digital technology. There are
also challenges that lie ahead for soil information provision, how we connect individuals
with expertise to those with experience in soil
health management to create communities of
interest in soil management. Link to full article at Sustainability: Critical Issues on Soil
Management and Conservation:
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Soils in Schools
Program

Soils in Schools

A National Initiative of
Soil Science Australia
Gillian Kopittke CPSS
A new initiative launched by
Soil Science Australia in 2015 is
making solid progress teaching
Australian school children the relevance and importance of soils in
everyday life. The Soils in
Schools program uses topics
within the national curriculum and
encourages a wider interest in our
soil resources.
Soils in Schools aims to:
 Promote soil science and its
relevance to teachers and
school students
 Develop specific soil science
educational materials based on
the national F-10 curriculum
 Deliver the soil science educational materials, for example
presenting at externally run
Teacher Professional Development conferences or via webbased teacher outlets
 Raise government and industry
awareness on the importance
of integrating soils based
teaching into the curriculum
The program has successfully developed
four teacher guides based on the national curriculum and provided teacher training for
these guides at externally run teacher conferences. The teacher guides are available on the
program website: soilsinschools.com.au.
The program is still in its early stages but
we have already forged some exciting collaborations. We recently reached an agreement
with the Stephanie Alexander Kitchen Garden Foundation to present at their upcoming
teacher workshops. The Soils in Schools program will run a session called Working the
Dirt! Understanding your Soils as a Kitchen
Gardener. This session will help teachers understand their soils better, and so help them
grow healthy food for their kitchen and kids.
The recent workshop in Sydney generated
great discussions and the positive feedback
really highlights the community’s desire to
learn about soil. Three more workshops will
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“Soil is more that just what’s beneath your feet”
Ben Harms teaching the good stuff
Photo Gillian Kopittke

be run in the remainder of 2016 in Queensland, Tasmania and WA. Additional workshops
are planned for 2017.
In addition, we are co-hosting a soils workshop with Gardening Australia’s Costa
Georgiadis on September 10, 2016, at a
school in Brisbane, Queensland. The workshop
is for teachers and the general public to learn
more about soil, urban gardening and local
food production and we hope to generate media attention around these issues.
We see this program as a great communication tool to raise the profile of soils within our
community.
For more information please contact
soilsinschools@soilscienceaustralia.org
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Soils in Schools
Right
“Hands for of dirt, heads full of learning”
Georgie Williams finding out about soil
Photo: Kristie Williams

Left
“You’re never too young to start learning about
what your food grows in”
Liam Kopittke planted by his parents
Photo: Gillian Kopittke

Costa is featuring in an event Soils in Schools is running in association with a Brisbane high school
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Soil conservation
New Edition of the
Queensland soil conservation
Guidelines
Peter Shilton
Introduction
On 31 August 2015, the Minister for Natural
Resources and Mines, Dr Anthony Lynham,
launched the latest edition
of the Soil Conservation
Guidelines for Queensland. This is the third edition of the soil conservation guideline from the
Queensland Government
since 1965. Queensland is
now the only state that
produces this type of comprehensive soil conservation publication.

and related infrastructure, as well as firebreaks, watering points, irrigation infrastructure and pipelines – on soil erosion.
Appendices include an Excel-based design
program, RAMWADE (Rational Method for Waterway Design) which provides a simple hydro-

Summary of Contents
Following the introductory chapter, there is a
chapter on soil conservation planning in which the
principles of soil conservation are described, the
types of soil erosion explained, and the history of
soil conservation in Queensland outlined.
Chapter 3 is on peak discharge estimation.
Chapters 4 and 5 provide details of the empirical version of the rational method and the
Darling Downs flood frequency version of the
rational method. Next are chapters on channel design principles, contour banks, diversion
banks and waterways. Chapter 10, a new
chapter, is devoted to land management on
floodplains reflecting calls for more information on this topic following widespread destruction from flooding in 2012 and 2013.
Chapter 11 is on stream stability.
Chapters 12 through to 14, all new chapters, address soil conservation in horticulture,
gully control and property infrastructure respectively. The chapter on gully control is particularly important given recent evidence of its
contribution to erosion of the Great Barrier
Reef catchment, and the consequent deposition of sediment into the Great Barrier Reef
lagoon. The chapter on property infrastructure
concerns the role of property infrastructure –
roads, tracks, fencing, gateways, stockyards
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Students at Pingelly Primary School investigating soil fauna
under the microscope at The University of Western Australia Farm Open Day near Pingelly, Western Australia.
(Photo: Michael Sinclair-Jones)

logic/hydraulic design program particularly
suited to rural areas where there is frequently
a lack of rainfall/ runoff data; an overview of
Land Capability and Land Suitability classifications that are applicable to Queensland; and, a
list of plant species suitable for stabilising runoff control structures.

Background to the Guidelines
The Guidelines are an intensely practical guide
to soil conservation in Queensland, based as
they are on the work and experience of the
hundreds of soil conservation officers employed
by the Queensland Government from the
1930s through to the 1990s. It was during this
period, and especially between the 1930s and
the early 1970s, that soil erosion in parts of
Queensland reached critical proportions. The
culmination was the summer of 1972-73 when
significantly heavy rain on the Darling Downs
resulted in massive soil erosion and soil loss.
In terms of severity, in 1950 it was estimated
that 2 per cent of the land under cropping in
Queensland had been withdrawn from cropping
due to soil erosion.
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Soil conservation
About the Authors
The principal authors, the late Bruce Carey
and Barry Stone, brought to the document
more than 90 years of combined experience
(and wisdom) on soil conservation and land
management in the Queensland public service. Both men come from the farm extension
tradition that featured a respectful relationship between rural landholders and State government officers; a cohort of government extension officers who, through experience and
training, were recognised experts in their
field, which was available free to farmers; the
maintenance of strong professional links between government and farmers; and, an
ethos of service to the farmers in their respective districts. The other two authors, Phil
Norman and Peter Shilton, have considerable
experience in land management and land
planning respectively.
Bruce Carey, a recipient of the Teakle
Award for his outstanding effort in promoting
and raising awareness of soil science in Australia, passed away before the project was
completed. Bruce had retired from the
Queensland Public Service a couple of years
previously due to ill-health but he took it upon
himself to complete the Guidelines during retirement. With his typical dry humour, Bruce
would explain that the project got him out of
bed in the morning! The other contributors to
the document - Barry Stone, Phil Norman and
the present writer - became involved when it
became obvious that Bruce would not be able
to finish the document without assistance,
and if that happened, all of Bruce’s knowledge
and experience would be lost forever. All
three therefore worked closely with Bruce but
it was Barry Stone, with his substantial expertise and experience, who worked with Bruce
to provide comprehensive editing and other,
more substantial refinements.

Role of the Guidelines
As noted, the days of government- funded
rural extension services to assist rural landholders are no longer or are in decline. Today,
instead, there are a range of sources for soil
conservation advice that include NRM groups,
industry-based services and private consultants. In many cases the advice provided is
excellent but in other cases it is less so. One
of the problems is the increase in short-term
employment of professional staff based on
contracts and defined projects, which achieve
short term goals but do not necessarily con-

tribute to longer term, more sustainable land
management outcomes. Significant too, has
been the decline in the availability of tertiary
soil courses with consequent implications for
the quality of advice.
In this environment, the Guidelines have
the potential to play acritical role as a point-oftruth for soil conservation practice in Queensland. In this role, it is envisaged that all stakeholders would come to see the document as a
baseline document that would, at least, provide
them with the information to guide them on
options to address land degradation from water
-based erosion.
The Guidelines are already contributing to
the development of management guidelines for
state’s stock route network; management of
pipeline installation to minimise the external
impacts of resource development as well as
utilities; and, of course, minimising sedimentation in the GBR lagoon from soil erosion in the
catchment.
However, the main market for the Guidelines
must be Queensland farmers who, through
their activities, are entrusted with the stewardship of most of the land in Queensland. It is to
this group that much effort will be devoted to
communicate the existence, availability and
contents of the Guidelines.

The Guidelines as a ‘Living Document’
A feature of the Guidelines since their inception has been the way that practitioners have
contributed to its content through the trial and
error that comes with practical experience in
soil conservation. This is also the case with the
third edition. For example, since its publication,
Barry Stone has been working with Alison Vieritz from DSITI to update and republish RAMWADE and Phil Norman has been working with
soil experts in the Department of Agriculture
and Fisheries to develop a new chapter on
Managing Grazing Lands, hopefully to be available later this year.
In addition, the present author has been liaising with various organisations such as colleges and regional bodies to promote the use
of the Guidelines. And we have been quite
pleased with the responses: one correspondent, for example, has described the Guidelines
as “…a breath of fresh air”. What more needs
to be said!

Availability
The guidelines can be accessed at Soil Conservation Guidelines for Queensland on the
Queensland Publications Portal.
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Soil conservation
Soil design and specification
at Barangaroo
Simon Leake
At the urging of Australia’s former Prime
Minister Mr Paul Keating the concept for redevelopment at the former international shipping terminal now known as Barangaroo Point
was to re-establish a naturalistic Hawkesbury
Sandstone headland with its associated endemic floral assemblage.
The facsimile soils were constructed from
crushed excavation sandstones, washed sand
and composted green waste. While
the nutrient requirements, particularly
for P, of most of the species in this
flora have not been researched, the
work of Handreck (1991, 1997) suggests many of the species used may
show adverse Fe/P interactions in
common commercial soil mixes.
Heddle and Specht (1975) describe
the deleterious effect on heath of
added P. Since P is cumulative in
soils, a major task of the soil design is
to specify sufficient P for adequate
vegetation development without leaving a legacy of excessive P and chronic nutrient disorders. The soil specifications require more precision than is
normal in the commercial soil supply
industry. This paper presents the first
round of design specifications and
plant trial verifications.
Development of the specifications
started by examining the morphology
and chemistry of sandstone derived
soils in pristine condition. Soils from
Mangrove Mountain and Somersby,
NSW, characterised as the datum for
comparison are best described as Yellow Kandosols varying in depth from
400-500mm in the low status Eucalyptus haemastoma dominant woodland in hill-top positions to over
1800mm in the tall E. pilularis dominant woodland in foot-slope positions.
Chemical analysis showed the soils are
acidic and base depleted with exchangeable
Ca from 0.5 to 8.5% of the CEC with Al and H
dominating in both topsoil and subsoil. Total P
averaged 30mg/kg, with the highest level at
46mg/kg. Samples of sandstone rock and soil
C-horizon showed 18-25mg/kg of total P. P
and Ca are considered the most ecosystem
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limiting elements. These levels are generally
lower than those cited by Handreck (1997).
To account for biomass nutrient pool, tissue
analysis for P and Ca was conducted of leaf,
stem, wood, and bark of various species, as
well as leaf litter. Levels proved to be similar to
those cited by Handreck (1997); foliar P content ranging from 0.07 to 0.12%. Assuming a
biomass of around 250 t/ha, an estimate of 4550 kg/ha of P and 750-800 kg/ha of Ca in the
biomass is arrived at. This is at the lower end
of the examples cited by Handreck (1997).

Successful vegetation establishment on site
Photo Simon Leake

Trial work was then conducted using quarried crushed sandstone and washed sand in
equal proportion with municipal garden waste
compost added at 10% and 30% by volume.
The 10% rate was calculated to approximate
the total P level of the natural soil if all the P in
the biomass were returned to the soil, around
70-80 mg/kg total P in the surface 150 mm.
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Soil conservation
200 mm plastic pots were planted to
tubestock of Silver Banksia (Banksia marginata), Hill Banksia (B. spinulosa var collina),
Sweet scented wattle (Acacia suaveolens) and
two Eucalypt species: Scribbly Gum (Eucalyptus
haemastoma) and Forest Red Gum (E. tereticornis). Four replicates of each species were
used and, to test the possible effects of naturally occurring microbes, two plants from each
treatment had 1% by volume of natural leaf litter from the Mangrove Mountain woodland added. Plants were watered as needed and fed approximately fortnightly with 50 mls of 2g/l urea,
compost supplying all other nutrients. Harvest
occurred at 6 months. Examination of above
and below ground parts, sampling and analysis
of composited plant foliage and soil from each
treatment occurred.
While replication was insufficient for statistical analysis, this scoping trial provided valuable
observations into how the initial specifications
may be improved. Root growth was better at
the 10% compost addition in all species. Soil
was noticeably wetter at the 30% rate. Proteoid
root formation was vigorous in all Banksias at
all compost additions. All Acacia showed obvious rhizobium inoculation, the inclusion of natural leaf litter having no obvious effect on either
inoculation or proteoid root abundance.
Leaf reddening in A. suaveolens and E. haemastoma, consistent with P/Fe imbalance, occurred more severely at the 30% compost rate.
Slight chlorosis was evident in the B. spinulosa
at the 30% compost addition rate. A positive
correlation between foliar P level and compost
rate occurred in both Banksias and the E. haemastoma. In A. suaveolens both compost rates
resulted in P levels about three times higher
than in field grown specimens. Foliar iron levels were normal in the Banksias and deficient in
A. suaveolens and both Eucalypt species. High
pH induced by the compost (pH 7 to 7.8) is
likely to have compounded the P and Fe interaction.
The trial confirmed P/Fe ratio and high pH as
the major causative interactions of clinical and
subclinical iron deficiency or P toxicity. P toxicity occurred at the 30% compost rate but not at
the 10% rate where only iron simple deficiency
occurred. All other nutrient levels were satisfactory. Overall, the 1:1 mineral mix with 10%
compost provided favourable drainage, aeration
and root growth without excessive P and only
Fe deficiency to be resolved.

A second trial using 5 and 10% compost rates
and acidification using iron sulphate additions
aimed at resolving pH induced iron deficiency
and finalising the soil specifications for tender
purposes.
Working with the horticulturist five edaphic
zones, the parkland areas with turf and trees,
dry heath areas, dry eucalypt woodland, tall eucalypt woodland and lush gully forest were established using four soil specifications, a subsoil and
three different fertility levels of topsoil. Topsoils
contained from 5%, 10% and 20% by volume of
greenwaste compost as the only source of P, K
and Ca. The only fertilisers used were small
dressing of urea to overcome N demineralisation
and one dressing of potassium following heavy
leaching rains.
Strict quality control of imported soils and
those manufactured on-site was maintained to
ensure high permeability was maintained and excessive nutrient levels were avoided. Some
crushed sandstones show excessive silt and clay
levels and each source had to be assessed and
the amount of sand needed to be blended in individually determined for each source.
Only one issue occurred where a manufacturer
added too much compost but the resulting high
pH was corrected using iron sulphate and it was
not in an area where vegetation was very sensitive to excess P. One species, Hakea dactyloides
showed chlorosis until treated with Mn and soil
pH was corrected.
Vegetation establishment was highly successful with less than 1% plant loss and some remarkable early growth rates. Having been manufactured and installed in a precisely known timeframe the site represents an ideal opportunity for
the study of soil genesis and the effects of native
vegetation development and any students or supervisors interested in following up this project
should contact the author.
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Soil conservation
Soil management for
Indonesian peatland
restoration
Sam Grover, Ewen Silvester
& Budiman Minasny
Indonesian peatlands comprise
a globally significant carbon store
and their current degraded condition is causing internationally
damaging smoke haze and
greenhouse gas emissions. Peatland
restoration has been identified by the
Indonesian Government as a high priority. They have established the Peatland Restoration Agency, which ambitiously aims to restore 2 million hectares of degraded peatland
by 2020. Australian scientists could make a
valuable contribution to this work. Sphagnum
peatlands occur in Australia’ high country and
have been the focus of in-depth chemistry
and ecohyrology research as part of La
Trobe’s Research Centre for Applied Alpine
Ecology.
The Australian Centre for International Agricultural Research has commissioned Dr Samantha Grover and Dr Budiman Minasny to
lead a scoping project to evaluate the multi-

Tropical forest peatland, Sumatra, 2009
Photo: Asienreisender

disciplinary research needed to ensure that
peatland restoration is based on a sound scientific understanding of the unique physics and
chemistry of peat soils and accurate mapping
of peatland distribution. The project will ascertain the current state of scientific knowledge of
peatlands in Indonesia. Potential partnership
arrangements with the relevant government
agencies and research institutions in Indonesia
and Australia will be explored in order to identify the most pressing research questions and
possible approaches to answer them.
Find more about Asienreisender here.

Sam Grover (plus special friend) in Sphagnum peatland
on Baw Baw Plateau, 2014
Photo: Susanna Venn
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Climate and soil factors influencing
seedling recruitment of plant species used for dryland restoration
Miriam Muñoz-Rojas
In this paper we present a case study on
plant species of the mining intensive semiarid Pilbara region in Western Australia that
examines the impacts of climate and soil
factors on the restoration of drylands. We
analysed the effects of a range of rainfall
and temperature scenarios and the use of
alternative soil materials on seedling recruitment of key native plant species from this
area.
Our results showed that the use of waste
materials from mining operations as growth
media could be an alternative to the limited
topsoil in these areas. Although in the early
stages of plant establishment successful
seedling recruitment can be challenging in
the absence of water, these limitations could
be overcome by using soil amendments. Yet,
the cost associated to these solutions at
large landscape scales needs to be assessed
and proven to be economically feasible.
Link to the article (open access):

Soil quality indicators to assess functionality of restored soils in degraded
semiarid ecosystems
Miriam Muñoz-Rojas
In this research, we propose a set of soil
quality indicators to assess the soil status in restored soils (topsoil and waste material) and
test new methods that are easy to apply, interpret, and cost-effective for the analysis of soil
biological indicators in restored ecosystems. We
show that in addition to organic C and C:N ratio, biological indicators such as microbial diversity and activity are the most sensitive indicators to detect differences among reconstructed
soils and analogue undisturbed soils in semiarid
areas. The use of the 1-day CO2 (Solvita) test is
proven to be an alternative cost- and timeeffective method to measure microbial activity
and assess soil functionality of restored soils.
Our results also show a positive effect of vegetation on reconstructed soils and a recovery of
soil functionality in waste material to levels similar to topsoil once vegetation is established.
Nonetheless, soil functionality in both restored
waste materials and topsoils is still far from that
in undisturbed native soils. The methods used in
this study could be effectively applied in a broad
range of restoration projects in arid and semiarid environments.
Link to the article
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Acid Sulfate Soils

th

8 International Acid Sulfate Soils
Conference

The 8th International Acid Sulfate Soils Con- sion both on the trips and continued during the
conference on topics such as how to classify
ference was held recently in College Park,
acid sulfate soils in the range of classification
th
st
Maryland, USA from 17 -21 July and Aussystems that are used and where sub-aqueous
tralia was well represented with eight delegates presenting on a
range of talks on the
latest research in acid
sulfate soils. Keynote
speakers David Rickard
(Cardiff University),
Kirk Nordstrom (US
Geological Survey), Peter Osterholm (Abo
Akademi University),
Leigh Sullivan
(Federation University)
and Markku Yli-Halla
(University of Helsinki)
gave very informative
and, at times, entertaining, presentations.
These ranged from the
The Australian Contingent (L-R) Vanessa Wong, Leigh Sulhighly technical aspects of acid sulfate soils in livan, Paul Shand, Luke Mosely, David Palmer, Rob Fitzpatthe geochemical processes through to the aprick, Thomas Job, Robert Quirk, Wirastuti Widyatmanti
soils fit in to these classification systems.
The conference finished with the presentation of the inaugural Pons Medal, which
was awarded to Professor Delvin Fanning
from the University of Maryland for his
extended contribution to acid sulfate soil
research, and a meeting of the IUSS Acid Sulfate Soil Working Group. The next
International Acid Sulfate Soil Conference will be held in Thailand.

Chair of the IUSS Acid Sulfate Soils Working Group, Leigh Sullivan and Delvin Fanning, winner of the Pons Medal
Photo: Paul Shand

plication of the research in management, regulation and policy.
There were three field trips,
pre-conference, mid-conference
and post-conference trips, which
visited a number of sites in and
around the Chesapeake Bay area. A range of
different acid sulfate soils stimulated discus-
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Soil monoliths on display on the field trip,
with commentary from Del Fanning
Photo: Vanessa Wong
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International
A call to action to save one of america's
most important natural resources
The White House Office of
Science and Technology
Policy is issuing a national
Call to Action and forming
an interagency group to
protect America’s soil.
In issuing a call to action for soil, OSTP
seeks innovative actions from Federal agencies, academic scientists and engineers, farmers, entrepreneurs, businesses, advocates,
and members of the public in a nationwide
effort to impede soil loss, enhance soil genesis, and restore degraded soils.

Federal Agency Input on Soil: A New National Science and Technology Council
Working Group
Under the National Science and Technology
Council, OSTP has established the Soil Science Interagency Working Group (SSIWG),
which will receive technical input from 15 Federal departments and agencies. This input will
include identifying knowledge and technology
gaps, identifying research and conservation
priorities, fostering public-private collaborations, and working toward Federal actions to
protect soil resources.

A National Call to Action
OSTP is issuing a nationwide call to action
for farmers, scientists, entrepreneurs, engineers, advocates, and the broader public to
work together to develop innovative solutions
to promote soil health and protect soil from
degradation. In order to meet a challenge of
this scale, innovation and collaboration are
needed at three key stages:

Monitoring Soil and Obtaining HighQuality Data
Implementing precise solutions to protect
soil requires vast quantities of information.
Data are needed about soil moisture, horizon
depths, nutrient availability and cycling, soil
architecture, type and extent of vegetation
cover, microbial presence, soil carbon content, climate (especially precipitation and
temperature), and other topics. This information needs to be continuously collected at
high resolution across the Nation and made
available to inform precise solutions.

SOIL SCIENCE AUSTRALIA ABN 96 080 783 106

This daunting task can be achieved through
a combination of innovative technology and
traditional expertise in soil science. In particular, OSTP is interested in actions focusing
on: (1) low-cost sensors for soil moisture and
chemistry that are ready for large-scale deployment; (2) remote-sensing tools for mapping soil moisture, water use, vegetation
type, and other soil-related metrics; and (3)
expanded availability of high-quality data on
soil for communities and farmers, including by
obtaining open access to private agricultural
and climate datasets for the purpose of soil
conservation.

Informing Targeted Decision-Making and
Engaging the Public
OSTP is specifically interested in actions
and efforts that seek to: (1) advance interdisciplinary research on the role of soil in resilience of the food system, energy production,
and water quality (especially in computational, chemical, and biological sciences),
through, for example research grants or fellowships; (2) develop web portals and other
mechanisms that improve the relevance and
usability of data relevant to soil conservation;
and (3) educate and engage the American
public in the importance of soil and ways of
participating in its protection, including
through the creative arts as well as reliable
citizen science

Applying Scalable Solutions on the Ground
Scientists, farmers, policymakers, and the
public need scalable solutions that can be deployed widely at low cost. To that end, OSTP
welcomes efforts to develop or deploy solutions or incentives achieve the following: (1)
rapidly generating healthy soil or restoring degraded or contaminated soil; (2) increasing
soil carbon content and sequestration; and (3)
reducing pressure on agricultural soil that is
particularly vulnerable to erosion.

Tell Us About Your Work
To tell us what you or your organization will
do to protect soil resources, please submit
this web form by August 31, 2016.
More information available here.
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Branch news
Victoria
Soil Organic Matter in Soils: Role in
Soil Health and Remediation
Vanessa Wong CPSS
The Vic Branch hosted a symposium on
“Soil Organic Matter in Soils: Role in Soil
Health and Remediation” on the 22nd July at
Monash University. It
was well attended
with over 35 delegates from a range
of organisations including universities,
state government
and consultancies.
There were a
range of talks that
were presented, from
the effects of manure
application on antibiotic resistant genes
by Hang-Wei Hu to
understanding carbon mineralisation
due to claying by
Sam Grover and a
practical guide to molecular techniques for soil
science by Karen Little while Anti Mikkonen’s
presentation on applying national ecological
screening criteria for assessing soil health
stimulated discussion.
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The keynote speakers enlightened us with a
range of talks on how soil organic matter
shapes the microbial community and soil
health, the effects of herbicide on soil biology
and effects of soil conditioners on human
health by Jim He (University of Melbourne),
Michael Rose (NSW DPI) and John Frangos
(Golder Associates). It was an enjoyable and
informative day and we thank Tony Patti for
organising the event.

Society member Tony Patti addressing the audience
Photo: Vanessa Wong
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aims to claim back the word ‘dirt’ as positively
associated with our soils.
Let’s Get Dirty is an Art in Soil initiative by
Let’s Get Dirty will be a six month program
the Queensland Branch of Soil Science Ausstarting around World Soils Day, December 5
tralia informed by the arts industry. Both art
2016. Artists will have an opportunity to work
and science are carried out as cultural acts
in conjunction with soil scientists in developvaluing their environments and creativity,
ing an artistic work inspired by soil. Over the
harnessing sense, and seeking to provide
course of this program the development of
change via abstract models of our world. Let’s the work will be shared through various media
Get Dirty will follow numerous Artists' jourso that the general public are also part of this
neys over a six month period creating a piece journey.
of art inspired by soil. The Let’s Get Dirty
The Art in Soil initiative is run by a working
theme has a playfulness and cheekiness, ingroup made up of Artists and Soil Scienviting people to become curios and explore
tists. For more information on the working
the world of soils. Dirt is often associated with
group please visit the working group profile
negative experiences, but this couldn’t be
link.
more wrong; without dirt, there would not be
life. In this way we are reclaiming the notion
of ‘dirty’ as a positive one for all society.

Queensland

So, come on: “Let’s Get Dirty”
Link to the website here.
Soils and soil science have an image problem and this initiative aims to raise the level
of public awareness of soils and their importance to society and humankind.
Let’s Get Dirty is an artist in residence
program and the first program of the Art in
Soil initiative. Let’s Get Dirty specifically
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Branch news
Queensland
1st QUEENSLAND SOIL
JUDGING COMPETITION
19th July 2016, Redlands,
Qld
Mark Crawford CPSS
On a bright sunny Tuesday
morning four old hat (i.e. experienced!) soil scientists, two
early career professionals and
15 students embarked on the
1st Queensland branch run soil
judging competition at Redlands research centre. The 15
students represented the University of Southern Queensland (USQ), University of
Queensland (UQ) and Griffith
University. These students
were privileged to hear the pearls of wisdom
on how to characterise a soil pit from Dr Andrew Biggs and Stuart Macnish in two practice
pits, and they were then joined by the one

The Australian Contingent (L-R) Vanessa Wong, Leigh
Sullivan, Paul Shand, Luke Mosely, David Palmer, Rob

and only Bernie Powell who also falls into the
old hat brigade providing a wealth of
knowledge on all things soil. While the students were soaking up the information, Dan
Brough, Bob Reid and I prepared the test pits
in preparation for the judging competition lat-
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The soil classified:
The soil being classified:
A Bleached-Mottled Mesotrophic Yellow Kandosol

er in the morning. The two pits to be classified
by the students were a Haplic Mesotrophic Red
Ferrosol and a Bleached-Mottled
Mesotrophic Yellow Kurosol.
The results from the soil judging
competition are as follows:
Team Event
1st = Team 1 (USQ)
2nd = Team 4 (UQ)
3rd = Team 3 (Griffith – Butler)
4th = Team 2 (Griffith)
Individual Event
Equal 1st = Stirling Roberton and
David West
3rd = Wayne Hall
The two top scoring winners of
the individual event will receive a
CSIRO Publishing book voucher
valued at $100.
But congratulations must go to all the students! It was great to see your enthusiasm
and interest in all things dirt! This was especially true for those with little or no background
in soils, as this type of event was a brand new
experience for them. We have received great
feedback from the students and personnel involved and will as a Society endeavour to hold
more events in a similar mould.
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Branch news
Thanks again to the four
judges Andrew Biggs, Dan
Brough, Bob Reid and Stuart
Macnish for their help in preparing and running of the
event. Your experience and
help was greatly appreciated.
More information on Queensland branch activities can be
viewed on the web newsletter,
or contacting the branch newsletter editor, Aaditi Dang.

Above
UQ team lead gloriously by Luke
Finn, Ned Skehan, Cameron Leckie,
David West and Stirling Roberton

Left
Left
Brains trust of Andrew Biggs, Bernie Powell, Bob Reid and Stuart
Macnish

Right
Dan Brough providing helpful hints to the
USQ teams Lu Yao, Orpheus Butler
(Team leader), Xiangyu Liu, Mohammad
Bahadori, Zhongming (Bruce) Lan, and
Wayne Hall.
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South Australia
Prescott Lecture by Dr Vadakattu
Gupta:
“Soil biology for sustainable production and soil health”

Branch news
for his excellent seminar and congratulate him
on this well-deserved award.
A recording of the seminar is available in
the Society website

Fien Degryse
It was a rainy
cold Thursday afternoon but no
one seemed to be
affected by the
weather at Waite
campus, certainly
not those 90
souls who attended Gupta’s lecture last 23rd
June. Dr Vadakattu Gupta was
awarded the
Prescott Medal in
2015 for his outstanding contribution to Soil Science. To honour
this achievement,
he was invited to give a seminar to share his
knowledge gained through his research journey in India, Canada and Australia. Soil biology research for Gupta is not only the study of
microbes-soil-plant interaction, which involves
a combination of complex tools,
knowledge and analysis, but it
also presents the key for developing sustainable agricultural systems. Gupta’s talk captivated the
audience once again with novel
topics such as the role and functions of organisms in disease suppression and their importance for
soil health and management. He
showed that soil microbial communities can be managed and
manipulated for crop growth and
production, but that this requires
a detailed understanding of plantmicrobe interactions.
After the talk, the audience enjoyed some drinks and nibbles
while socialising until dark. The
rain did not take away from the
joyous occasion, which marked another milestone in Gupta’s career: the first time he wore
a tie at the Waite campus. We thank Gupta
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Gupta with Allen Buckley (farmer from Waikerie)
on the left, Jon Lamb (agricultural journalist)
on the right and former Prescott Medal Winner
Albert Rovira on the far right.
Photo: Emma Leonard

Gupta with current and former SA presidents
Sean Mason and Annie McNeill.
Photo:: Pilar Muschietti Piana
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Branch news
Western Australia
Boodja lecture (and the 60th Anniversary presentation)
Deb Pritchard
We are delighted to announce that Emeritus Professor Bob Gilkes, University of Western Australia will deliver the 2016 annual
Boodja lecture in Soil Science. His talk is titled “Differences between south-west Western Australian soils and the rest of the
worldfishing for answers
“
Bob Gilkes arrived in
Australia exactly 50 years
ago as a naïve pommie
clay mineralogist. He
worked for CSIRO Soils
Division in Adelaide and
Brisbane for 3 years before crossing the muddy
and rocky Nullarbor in a
tiny Morris 1100 to join
the Department of Soil
Science and Plant Nutrition at UWA. He knew little of soils and even less
of agriculture but aided by interactions with
many colleagues and research funding bodies
he is now better informed. Bob supervised
more than 120 postgraduate students including students from Asia
and South America which gave him the opportunity to carry out research and teaching
in these regions ,activities that persist to today.
Through researching highly weathered
soils in tropical regions Bob has been able
recognise affinities between soils in southern
WA and those of the tropics. It is evident
that that many of our soils preserve the impact of intense tropical weathering from
when conditions were stable ,wet and warm
more than 10 million years ago, and in some
instances they also show the overprint of
arid conditions that overtook the region
within the last millions of years.
Our understanding of soil materials allows
us to explain multi-nutrient deficiencies,
phosphate fixation and poor soil structure
types, sometimes suggesting solutions. This
SOIL SCIENCE AUSTRALIA ABN 96 080 783 106

knowledge also helps us find and process
gold, aluminium, titanium and other ores so
Bob certainly found his niche in WA. The
abundance of hungry fish in Australia, Asia
and the Amazon has allowed Bob to mix soil
science and fishing in exotic places as will be
revealed in his talk.

Bob’s other passion—fishing!
Photo supplied by Bob Gilkes, and we are assured it is
not photo enhanced!

Event details

Boodja Lecture in Soil Science, 2016
Date: Thur 29 Sep 2016
Venue: Bankwest Lecture Theatre,
Curtin University
Time: 6-7pm
Venue: John Curtin Gallery, Curtin University
Time: 5-6pm
Nibbles provided. A complimentary wine,
beer or soft drink on arrival to all members. Otherwise bar available for purchase by
non-members or additional drinks.
Hope to see you all there!
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Tasmania
Soil advocate tour
Dean Jones
The Tasmanian branch was privileged to
conduct a tour of southern Tasmania with the
National Advocate for Soil Health, MajorGeneral Michael Jeffery. On 4 July 2016.
The contribution of Richard Doyle from
UTas it acknowledged and appreciated. Richard was able to secure the support of leading
farmers and industry experts to support the
tour. He also provided catering and transportation. The Tasmanian branch of the Soil Science Australia also hosted the Major-General
on the evening of the 4th for
dinner.

Branch news
Site 2: Lowes Park farm, Woodbury
Host: Richard Headlam.
Richard Headlam runs a mixed farm with
his brother. The farm is a mixed enterprise
comprising grazing, cereals and poppy production. Richard works closely with Luke Taylor to use soil tests to inform soil nutrient status. Luke is able to provide easily interpreted
maps at paddock scale which indicates nutrient levels appropriate for the farming systems
they support. Fertiliser management and inputs are managed with reference to the soil
test and recommendations.

Site1: Reid Fruits Cherry Orchard, Jericho.
Host: Andrew Hall supported
by Luke Taylor.
Reid Fruits is establishing an
intensive horticulture farm on
an ex-grazing site near Jericho.
The farm will produce cherries.
Andrew discussed the factors
Gupta with Allen Buckley (farmer from Waikerie)
that were considered in selecton the left, Jon Lamb (agricultural journalist)
ing the site to ensure that it is
on the right and former Prescott Medal Winner
fit for purpose. These includAlbert Rovira on the far right.
Photo: Emma Leonard
ed:
 challenges related to soil
type (structure, drainage),
 access to high reliability water,
General Jeffery, Andrew Hall (Reid Fruits), Tony Kerstan (Hons
 aspect for capturing solar,
Student) and SSA Tas Branch members Luke Taylor Ag-Assist,
Richard Doyle (UTAS) and Sarah Richards (DPIPWE Tas)
 topography related to drainage and
Other topics discussed included:
soil depth,
 Ensuring research is supported By Govern air movement to minimise the occurrence
ment.
of frost.
 Marketing and providing farmers with a fair
Andrew has worked closely with Luke Tayreturn on their product.
lor to assess these factors prior to establishment of the orchard. Discussion demonstrat Farming demographic – the region has a
ed the complexity in site selection and the adnumber of young farmers who are optimisvantages with seeking expertise to assist in
tic about the future of farming. These
making informed decisions.
farmers will share ideas are progressive and
readily seek advice from consultants.
Issues related to markets, value adding
(particularly processing second-grade fruits)
 The group recognised the need for a stockand labour were discussed.
take of our current knowledge base relating
General Jeffery was interested to underto soil and agronomy.
stand if there was a single basic measure of
 General Jeffery advocated the need to have
soil health.
soil and water as key national assets.
 General Jeffery suggested soil carbon
should be used as a measure of soil health.
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Branch news
Site 3: Annanadale Farm
Host: Richard Gardner
Richard discussed the evolution of his business. Initially purchasing the farm for sheep
production, then integrating cropping for fodder production. With meat and wool prices
falling cropping was more profitable than
sheep production. However, weed
management and seasonal variations
was challenging.
Poppies where integrated into the
system. Initially this provided high returns but margins for poppies reduced.
With irrigation infrastructure already
in place the Gardener’s transformed the
farm into a dairy.
Richard commented that majority of
the labour in a dairy farming is in the
milking. The more difficult component
of dairying is the agronomic challenges
related to feed budgeting and animal
nutrition.
Richard described risks to the local
industry as markets and recruiting and
maintaining good staff. These comments opened up discussion in relation to staff
recruitment, training and education. Richard
commented that increasingly the dairy industries need to recruit from overseas.
Observations relating to staff and training
included:
The industry needs to raise the profile of agriculture, provide a more positive outlook
about agriculture. Agriculture should be promoted as a beneficial long-term employment
option. This could begin with raising the profile of agriculture in the education sector –
both at secondary and tertiary level.
General Jeffery raised the potential benefits
of kitchen gardens in schools and building curriculum around soil and productivity. He suggested that community groups such as Rotary
could provide some leadership to assist teachers to establish this activity. MGMJ had also
raise the concept with previous host farmers.
The academic level of the farm based course
where discussed identifying that a diploma
style qualification would be appropriate. The
course would need to have some work placement to support the theory.
The educational model in New Zealand
(Lincoln University) was discussed. This has
both a practical and academic approach.
SOIL SCIENCE AUSTRALIA ABN 96 080 783 106

Challenges relating to how this can be supported from small family farms included releasing employees to study and proximity to campuses.
UTAS will be trialling an associate degree
which is largely online promoting natural resource management and will be working to
have stronger alignment and support from the
agricultural industry.

Andrew Hall (Reid Fruits), General Jeffery
and Richard Doyle (UTAS – Tas Branch). !

Presentation from Honours Student - Tony
Kerstan.
Tony is working with Richard at Annanadale
Farm. The project aim is to improve understanding of soil water relationship under pivot
irrigation. Tony outlined the challenges of irrigating undulating land with non-uniform soils.
His research has concluded that the irrigation
application has high uniformity. However, runoff is occurring. This is potentially due to application intensity, localised slope and soil compaction.
The findings create challenges for Richard
and Tony to understand the root causes of soil
compaction and to increase infiltrating uniformly, particularly where application rates are highest at the extremities of the pivot.
I left the touring party as we arrived at
Pooley’s winery. This event enabled some informal discussion related to viticulture with potential for wine and cheese tasting.
The touring party continued on to Hobart to
dine with the Soil Science Australia (Tasmanian
branch) in Hobart.
The input from Richard and his colleagues
and our host farmers was greatly appreciated.
Profile
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Branch News
NEW South Wales

2017 events planned:

Peter Bacon CPSS

Looking forward with rear vision: status of
soil information access and delivery in
NSW for use by land managers.
February 16-17, 2017 at UNE Armidale.

The Soil Science Society regional meeting
in Orange City during May is still creating local
interest. The meeting highlighted the need
for effective control of erosion during construction.

Contact: Dr Lisa Alexandra LOBRY de
BRUYN: llobryde@une.edu.au

Managing soils under intensive
production.
Late June 2017.
Hunter Valley sites arranged by
University of Newcastle. Contact:
Professor Nanthi Bolan Nanthi.Bolan@newcastle.edu.au

Erosion from an unprotected commercial development in
Orange. A downslope pond was rapidly filling with sediment.

The Harald Jensen Lecture for 2016 has
been awarded to Associate Professor Stephen
Cattle. Stephen will present a succinct overview of our society: Past, Present and most
important, Future at the 60th Anniversary
dinner on October 14.
The Branch is busy planning forthcoming
events. These include:

Managing and protecting soils on the urban fringe (see notice on next page)
AGM
The branch AGM will be held during the NZ/
Australian Soil Science conference in Queenstown.
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2018 events planned:
The inaugural meeting for the 2018 National Soils conference was held on July 25, at the
Fenner School of environment ANU. The indicative date for the conference is 19th to
23rd November.
The initial committee is:
Chair, Peter Bacon
Secretary, Helen King (/ Pandora Holliday
Local contact person, Richard Greene
Treasurer, Zoe Read
Riverina contact – Sue Orgill (TBC)
Outreach – Jane Aiken
Other ASSSI members including Dt Robert
Edis of ACAIR have pledged their support.
For further information please contact helen.king@anu.edu.au
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MANAGING AND PROTECTING SOILS ON THE URBAN FRINGE
DPI Agriculture | NSW Department of Primary Industries
Elizabeth Macarthur Agricultural Institute,
Woodbridge Rd, MENANGLE NSW 2568
Monday 5th and Tuesday 6th of September, 2016, 10 – 5 pm.

Organising committee:

Jane Aiken: jane_aiken@bigpond.com ph 0407 990 613
Jonathan Gray: jonathan.gray@environment.nsw.gov.au ph 02 9895 6519
Warwick Dougherty: warwick.dougherty@dpi.nsw.gov.au ph 0439 404246

DRAFT PROGRAM and Call for Abstracts
Many Australian urban centres are expanding out into surrounding lands. Some of these lands are currently a
significant source of fruit, vegetables, meat and milk products for the local population. Additionally these soils
provide a wide range of environmental services including vegetation media, water quantity and quality regulation, waste processing and carbon sequestration. Can we afford to lose these lands? What are the alternatives?
Issues we will consider include:
Soil and landform opportunities and issues on urban fringe
Soil and landform impacts on planning issues and policies
Loss of productive soils to urban development
Water quality and ecological issues
Erosion and sediment control
Rehabilitation after engineering works
Waste organic recycling
Urban salinity
Creative thinking is required to achieve optimum use of soil and landform resources!!
The first day will be presentations, the second day will include field inspections.
There will be panel sessions to explore controversial issues.
There will also be a social dinner and opportunity to network with others who are interested in managing soil
to create / maintain a desirable urban environment. This will be held in Camden on Monday night 5 th September.
Attendance over the two days counts for up to 8 CPSS hours and may be tax deductible.BOOKINGS AND
RSVP - Book via these links and REGISTER [open on 20th July].

COST:
Member or guest:
Full time students:
Fully retired:

Day 1 $60.00
Day 1 n/c
Day 1 $30.00

Day 2 $60.00
Day 2 n/c
Day 2 $30.00

All speakers, including reviewers, are expected to register for the Symposium. Registration includes two
morning teas, two lunches and two afternoon teas, symposium notes and venue hire. Dinner, transport and
accommodation are NOT included. Please pass this meeting notice to colleagues and guests who might
interested.
CONTRIBUTED PAPERS
Contributed papers are now invited. The paper content should align with the symposium themes. It is proposed to make these papers available through the Soil Science Australia website.
A maximum 2 page abstract should be sent to:
Jane Aiken: jane_aiken@bigpond.com by August 5.
Please feel free to contact Jane, ph 0407 990 613 if you have any questions.
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Conferences/Events

The conference theme is SOLUTIONS TO IMPROVE NITROGEN USE EFFICIENCY FOR
THE WORLD. It aims to address “The Nutrient Nexus” of reducing nutrient losses while producing food and energy for all of our human family.
Sub-themes

Global and regional nitrogen assessment

Managing the complexity of nitrogen cycling in an urbanised world

Balancing the role of reactive nitrogen in emerging and developing economies

Sources and efficiency of nitrogen use in crop and animal production

Impacts of reactive nitrogen in terrestrial and marine ecosystems

Advances in measurement techniques and modelling of nitrogen fluxes and transformations

Integrated approaches, lifecycle analysis and indicators for monitoring performance

Improving communication and policy approaches
Link to conference website

Soil Science Australia representation on Standards Australia technical committee BD-107 – kick off meeting June 2016
AS 5181 – Turf as an erosion and sediment control.
The proposal to develop an Australian Standard for turf as an erosion and sediment control,
initiated through Horticulture Innovation Australia on behalf of turf growers is aimed to provide a user guide for site practice. The scope of this Australian Standard is ‘Turf as an erosion,
nutrient and sediment control measure’. Our objective as the technical committee is to develop a Standard to use turf uniformly in the context of erosion control measures. To ensure that
all contributions are well represented a working group will assist the drafting process for this
standard. Soil Science Australia is represented on the technical committee and working group
by Dr Peter Bacon and Dr Jane Aiken. To obtain further detail of how you may participate
within the working group please contact Damith.Rupasinghe@standards.org.au, or
Jane_aiken@bigpond.com

For Your Diaries….
2016 AGM—Tuesday 13 December
The 2016 AGM for Soil Science Australia will be held on Tuesday 13 December in conjunction
with the New Zealand soils conference. Further details will be available in the next edition of
Profile on the venue and how you can link to the meeting if you can’t make the conference.
SOIL SCIENCE AUSTRALIA ABN 96 080 783 106
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Soil research

SOIL RESEARCH
What’s new in soil, Land care and Environmental research.

Current issue 54 (4)

Changes in soil quality and carbon storage under biofuel crops in central
Ohio
A Das , R Lal , U Somireddy, C Bonin, S Verma and B Kumar Rimal
Impact of annual biofuel crops (corn, sorghum) and perennial grasses (switch grass, miscanthus, prairie mix) were assessed on soil properties and soil organic carbon (SOC) stocks in
Central Ohio. Perennial energy crops improved soil properties in terms of lower soil bulk density, higher porosity, improved water-stable aggregates and higher mean weight diameter compared to annual crops maize and sorghum. The SOC stock in the 0–10 cm layer was significantly higher under switch grass and miscanthus than that under sorghum.

Estimating the economic value of soil organic carbon for grains cropping
systems in Western Australia
EH Petersen and FC Hoyle
We analyse the value of soil organic carbon (SOC) in cropping systems of the south-west of
Western Australia in terms of agronomic benefits from increasing productivity (through increased plant-available water-holding capacity) and reducing fertiliser use (due to increased
mineralisation of nitrogen), as well as sequestration benefit if landholders were able to participate in a carbon-sequestration program. We estimate the marginal value of SOC to be AU$7.1
–8.7/t C.ha.year, depending on rainfall zone and crop type.

Tree-scale spatial variability of soil carbon cycling in a mature oil palm plantation
I Goodrick, PN Nelson, S Nake, MJ Webb, MI Bird and N Huth
To accurately estimate mean soil CO2 emission in a mature oil palm plantation, a high
measurement point density was necessary (>24 points across the 38.5 m2 repeating unit). At
each measurement point, emissions were greater than plant-derived carbon inputs. The difference may be due to inaccurate assumptions in calculation of below-ground inputs or to unknown fluxes, perhaps geologically derived CO2, because the study site is in a tectonically active area.

High soil sodicity and alkalinity cause transient salinity in south-western
Australia
EG Barrett-Lennard , GC Anderson , KW Holmes and A Sinnott
Transient salinity (salinity associated with decreased soil hydraulic conductivity) is an important constraint to cropping in Australia but is rarely studied. We examined the causes of
transient salinity in the cropped areas of Western Australia using four datasets collected at
scales varying from the entire south-west of Western Australia to that of a single paddock.
Transient salinity (EC1:5) was most strongly correlated with increased exchangeable sodium
and with soil alkalinity.
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Changes in the properties of Fijian Oxisols over 30 years of sugarcane cultivation
RJ Morrison and JS Gawander
Studies at 3 sites showed that 30 years of sugarcane production produced marked changes
in the topsoils with organic carbon, CEC and exchangeable bases most affected. Soils at 30–
40 cm also showed changes in OC, CEC and bases, while at 70–80 cm changes were much
smaller, but with significant increases in OC. Management of topsoils is critical for maintaining
soil fertility in such systems.

Physical quality of a Luvisol under agroforestry systems in a semi-arid region, Brazil
R Watanabe , G Coutinho Figueiredo , A Pires da Silva , J César Lima Neves and T Senna de Oliveira
Agroforestry systems in semi-arid regions have many environmental benefits, such as the
preservation of plant species, nutrient cycling and reduction in water stress. However, trampling by cattle, and agricultural practices, can degrade the soil physical quality. This study presents evidence that agroforestry systems can preserve and maintain soil physical quality in
good condition for plant growth.

Pedogenic and lithogenic gravels as indicators of soil polygenesis in the Brazilian Cerrado
YL Zinn and JM Bigham
Soil gravels can reflect past soil formation processes, so we studied the composition and
fabric of different gravels within a Plinthic Haplustox in Brazil. Pedogenic and lithopedogenic
gravels varied in morphology, genesis and mineralogy, but were all marked by impregnation
by Fe and Al. We conclude that such differentiation was the result of multiple cycles of soil formation and argue against the conventional classification of all such gravels as ‘ironstone’.

Combined application of rice husk biochar and fly ash improved the yield of
lowland rice
S Munda, AK Nayak, PN Mishra, P Bhattacharyya , S Mohanty, A Kumar, U Kumar, MJ
Baig, R Tripathi, M Shahid, T Adak and V. Kasturi Thilagam
Rice husk in the form of biochar (BC) and fly ash (FA) for soil application is a potential opportunity for waste management. Biochar, in combination with FA can be utilized for crop production. Beneficial effects of BC and FA on soil properties and rice yield was exhibited when
applied in addition to fertilizers. Even 50% N application with BC and FA produced a similar
yield as that of 100% N.

Cadmium toxicity and soil biological index under potato (Solanum tuberosum L.) cultivation
W Hassan, R Bano , S Bashir and Z Aslam
Soil biological indices and potato growth are sensitive to Cadmium (Cd) toxicity. Cd threshold depends on its concentration and duration to accumulate. Soil biological and potato physiological parameters are stress indicator.
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Conferences/Events
August 2016
International Peat Congress 2016 (IPC 2016)
August 15-19 15th Kuching, Sarawak, Malaysia.
Conference website http://www.ipc2016.com

XVII International Colloquium on Soil Zoology
August 22-26 IRAKA, Nara City, Japan.
Soil zoology is an important component of soil science. There is an increasing global demand
for soil conservation. Knowledge on taxonomy, biogeography and ecology of soil animals is
needed to understand the sustainable management of planet soil. We believe that this meeting
will contribute to global soil conservation. Therefore, the meeting theme is “Biodiversity for
Our Future Earth”. http://soilzoology.jp/icsz_ica2016/

Third World Conference of World Association of Soil and Water Conservation (WASWAC).
August 22-26 Belgrade, Serbia.
New Challenges and Strategies of Soil and Water Conservation in the Changing World Sustainable Management of Soil and Water Resources.
Second Announcement and Call for papers. The registration form and detailed information is
available at the conference website. http://3rdwaswacconference.sfb.bg.ac.rs/
Furthermore, there is an announcement of WASWAC Outstanding Youth Paper Award 2016
http://3rdwaswacconference.sfb.bg.ac.rs/
WASWAC_Outstanding_Youth_Paper_Award_2016.html

IDRC Davos 2016: Integrative Risk Management—towards resilient cities
August 28—September 1, Davos, Switzerland.
Conference website http://idrc.info/

ASPAC Technicians Training Course
August 30-31 at the lion Hotel, Adelaide
Conference website http://aspac-4th-plant-analysis-workshop.lilregie.com/step1

International Scientific Conference Conserving Soils and Water 2016
August 31—September 3, Burgas Bulgaria Sarafovo District Atlantis Hotel
Conference website http://conserving-soils.eu

September 2016
Joint DBG/IUSS workshop: Interactions of soil biological and soil physical
processes and free topics
1-2 September , Technical University of Braunschweig, Germany
Conference website: http://www.tu-bs.de/geooekologie/dgbworkshop

Organic Phosphorus workshop
5-9 September , Lakes District, England
Conference website: http://op2016.com
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Conferences/Events
Geostats 2016
5-9 September , Valencia Spain
10th International Geostatistical Congress
Conference website: http://geostats2016.webs.upv.es/

British Society of Soil Science Annual Meeting
7-8 September, Reading, Berkshire, United Kingdom
Bookings open at: http://soils.org.uk/catalog/bsss-annual-meeting

International Conference Contaminated Sites 2016
12-13 September, Brastislava, Slovak Republic
Conference website: http://contaminated-sites.sazp.sk

The European Mineral Fertilizer Summit 2016
14-15 September, London, United Kingdom
Conference website: http://www.wplgroup.com/aci/event/european-mineral-fertilizer-summit/

RemTech European conference on remediation markets and technology
21-23 September, Ferrara, Italy
Conference website: http://esdac.jrc.ec.europa.eu/event/remtech-europe-2016

Facing the future | Food production and ecosystems
28-29 September, Giessen, Germany
Conference website: http://www.face2face-conference.org/

INSPIRE conference
26-30 September, Barcelona, Spain
Conference website: http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/events/conferences/inspire_2016/page/home

October 2016
ISHS Symposium 2016 Sensing Plant Water Status – Methods and
Applications in Horticultural Science.
5-7 October Potsdam (Campus Griebnitzsee), Germany.
This symposium will provide a platform to exchange findings on established and new methods
in sensing plant water status- ranging from soil water uptake to plant canopies. Consequently,
soil properties and soil water status will be a major topic. Early registration will end at June 30,
2016. Deadline for abstract submission is March 15, 2016. Read more

Soil-Landscape Modelling Course for all interested PhD candidates, postdocs and other academics.
3-7 October Wageningen Netherlands
Learning objectives include gaining an understanding of concepts and modelling approaches,
and working on the participant’s own case studies with some of the available models. It is our
intention to make course attendance as cheap as possible. Ask us about options for support if
this course is very interesting for your work. Read more

Conferences/Events list— contributions welcome
Please send details on conferences and events that would be of interest to members to Noel at
profile@soilscienceaustralia.org
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Conferences/Events
Sustainable Development of Soil and Water Resources in Nile Basin
Countries
17-19 October Cairo, Egypt.
Conference topics: Soil resources in Nile basin countries and optimum management to
overcome the encountered problems; Cooperation between Nile basin countries to control
desertification, erosion, degradation and soil pollution; Sustainable agricultural development of
Nile basin countries; Hydrology of Nile River; Water policies in the Nile basin countries. Causes
and sources of pollution of Nile River; The scientific cooperation between Nile basin countries
to control water pollution; Enhancement of scientific research cooperation between institutions
in Nile basin countries. Abstracts submission deadline: end of June 2016. Full texts should be
submitted no later than 31 August 2016. Read more

XXI Latin American Soil Science Congress and XV Ecuadorian Soil Science
Congress
24-28 Octover, Quito, Ecuador
Conference website: http://www.secsuelo.org/

November 2016
SOMmic—Microbial contribution and impact on soil organic matter, structure and genesis
9-11 November, Leipzip, Germany
Conference website: https://www.uni-trier.de/index.php?id=59365

9th Australasian Soilborne Diseases Symposium
14-18 November, Hammer Springs, Canterbury, New Zealand
Conference website: https://conferences.lincoln.ac.nz/9th-australasian-soilborne-diseasessymposium/

International Conference on Soil Micromorphology
November 27 – December 5, 2016 15th Mexico City, Mexico.
This conference will be organized jointly with the IUSS Commissions 1.3 Soil Genesis and 1.6
Palaeopedology. The early registration fee for full participants at the Conference will be 200 €;
the student fee will be 150 €, with appropriate verification of student status. Read more

December 2016
South Africa International Soil Classification Congress
11-7 December, Bloemfontein, South Africa
Conference website: http://scc16.co.za/

2nd Global Soil Security Conference
5-6 December, Paris, France
Conference website: https://gssparisen.wordpress.com/

Soil, a Balancing Act Downunder
12-16 December Queenstown New Zealand
Joint New Zealand and Australian Soil Science Societies
Conference website http://www.nzsssconference.co.nz/call-for-abstracts/instructionsthemes.html
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Conferences/Events
7th International Nitrogen Conference
4-8 December Melbourne MCG Victoria Australia
Conference website: www.ini2016.com

January 2017
Frontiers of Potassium Conference
25-25 January in Rome, Italy
For more information see http://kfrontiers.org

March 2017
Intersol 2017: The Europe of Polluted Sites and Soils: Blockages and Successes
14-17 March in Lyon, France
For more information see http://www.intersol.fr/

May 2017
3rd International Interdisciplinary Conference on Land Use and Water Quality
29 May—1 June, The Hague, Netherlands
For more information see http://www.luwq2017.nl/

June 2017
The Second Global Workshop on Digital Soil Morphometrics
20-23 June at The James Hutton Institute in Aberdeen, Scotland UK.
For more information see http://www.digitalsoilmorphometrics.org

July 2017
GlobalSoilMap Conference
4-6 July, Moscow, Russia.
For more information see http://eng.esoil.ru/
2018

21st World Congress of Soil Science Rio de Janiero Brazil
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/events/1424905704457712

2022
22nd World Congress of Soil Science Glasgow Scotland

Conferences/Events list— contributions welcome
Please send details on conferences and events that would be of interest to members to Noel at
profile@soilscienceaustralia.org
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And finally…...
Spring on Mars is the
start of the large dust
storm season
Mars has four seasons just like Earth, but
they last about twice as long. That's because
it takes about two Earth years for Mars to go
around the sun. July 4, 2016 just happens to
be the first day of spring in the southern
hemisphere on Mars, where Mars rovers Curiosity and Opportunity are exploring.
The southern hemisphere of Mars has a

Sun then, moving more slowly in its elliptical
orbit around the Sun. We don't notice such
differences on Earth, because our planet has a
near circular orbit. Going from a colder winter
to a warmer spring can be quite dramatic.
Small dust storms can occur in any season.
During southern spring and summer, dust
storms can brew in one area of the planet.
They grow into regional events and occasionally become planet-wide storms.
Global dust storms can blanket the whole
planet, warming the atmosphere and obscuring all of the surface except the tops of the
tallest volcanoes.
Orbiters tell us a lot about the scope and
frequency of storms and can provide
alerts to solar-powered rovers on the
ground.
Scientists are still puzzling over why only
a few storms grow into planet-wide
events.
It’s an important thing to know for mission planning – especially so we know
how to prepare humans when astronauts
go to Mars someday.

A regional Martian dust storm
Photo: NASA

warmer, shorter spring and summer
than in the north, as Mars is closest
to the Sun towards the end of southern spring. Southern winter is longer, and the
seasonal south polar cap is more extensive.
That's because Mars is farthest away from the

The Serpent Dust Devil of Mars

Read the full article here

Next Issue:
Contributions invited by 31 October
Reports, photographs, poetry, artwork, cartoons, interesting soil profiles - anything to do
with soil and may capture the imagination of soil scientist is welcome.
Please send to Noel at profile@soilscienceaustralia.org
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